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PREFACE

After the Chernobyl accident the Swedish Government set up a
special Expert Group to make an analysis of the Safety of Swedish
reactors. Consequences in Sweden of the fallout from Chernobyl.
Preparedness for new accidents and possibilities and consequen-
ces of an earlier phase-out of nuclear in Sweden than 2010. which
is the present decision. The National Energy Administration was
responsible for the part of the analysis concerning earlier phase-
out. The present report is a summary of the work that the Energy
Administration did for the Expert Group.

The whole report of the Expert Group is published in the docu-
ment series of the Swedish Government (Dsl 19X6:11) which is
also avilablc in an english edition. Chapter E of this report is iden-
tical to the report now published separately by the Energy Admi-
nistratio.i.
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1 INTRODUCTION

According to the currently applicable Parliamentary decision, the
phasing out of nuclear power in Sweden must be completed by the
year 2(M(). The phase-out plan stipulates that Parliament and the
government shall, in 1990. adopt a plan for the development of
energy-saving procedures and alternative ways of producing
energy. In 1W5. the government and Parliament shall be pre-
pared to make a decision regarding a changeover plan that states
specifically how the different reactors are to be phased out and
replaced by new technology and also a decision regarding the law
that is to govern this changeover. At the end of the IWOs. this
changeover shall commence, and it shall thereafter be implement-
ed successively.

The National Energy Administration has analyzed the follow-
ing questions.

If it were to become evident that operating several or all of the
Swedish nuclear power plants entailed risks so serious that they
would have to be taken out of operation, what possibilities would
there be of phasing them out in the short term or over a longer
period. And what would the consequences be with regard to the
national economy and the environment?

Phase-out alternatives

The currently applicable phase-out plan will serve as the refer-
ence standard for our analysis. It is called the reference alternative.
Different forms of an earlier-than-planncd phase-out of nuclear
power are compared with this reference alternative.

First, we shall report the consequences of what the Adminis-
tration calls a rapid phase-nut. Here, it is assumed that several or
all nuclear p.wer plants would be taken out of operation within a
period of two years. Most of the adaptation burden would then
fall on users of electricity since it would be impossible for enough
production capacity to be built within this time frame. Available
compensatory resources would be limited to more intensive utiliz-



ation of existing hydropower. back-pressure plants, combined
power and heating plants and oil-condensing plants.

This is followed by a report on a phase-out alternative that
would start immediately, but would continue throughout an inter-
val long enough to permit enough new production capacity to be
built to compensate for the lost part of total nuclear power ca-
pacity. This alternative is called a phase-out in ten years or a
phase-out by 1997. Here, the most vital factor is not the year it-
self, but the fact that a decision regarding phase-out would be
made immediately and allowing sufficient time for the building of
the required new production capacity.

Moreover, a case is discussed in which phase-out is planned
and implemented from 1987 to 2(K)5. Such a plan would provide
industry more time to adjust, while a number of alternative tech-
niques and fuels could be used to replace nuclear power.

Not a phase-out plan
The Administration wishes to emphasize that this study should

not be considered as a phase-out plan for nuclear power. If the
governmental authorities were to decide on an early phase-out of
nuclear power, more extensive and considerably more detailed
work would have to be done to plan for the future supply of elec-
tricity and energy than has been possible in the present study. The
Administration has described the general conditions that must be
fulfilled in order to take the nuclear power reactors out of oper-
ation and the consequences of a number 01 different phase-out
alternatives, thus providing a basis for making political decisions.

To describe these prerequisites more precisely would require,
among other things, in-depth analyses of the ways in which elec-
tric power is supplied in different parts of the country giving due
regard to the transmission capacity of the trunk-line system. This
means that detailed assumptions must be made about when each
of the twelve reactors is to be taken out of operation. Moreover,
one must make assumptions about what types of new power plants
would replace the nuclear power plants and where ihey would be
located. It has been impossible to make such assumptions in the
study presented here.

The consequences of the different phase-out alternatives can
be described only within a framework of certain assumptions re-
garding the worldwide development. Important factors here in-
clude fuel prices and economic trends. Environmental restrictions
comprise another important prerequisite.



Analysis prerequisites

A phase-out of nuclear power would make it necessary to util-
ize electrical energy more effectively and replace, to a certain ex-
tent, electric heating systems with systems that use oil and natural
gas as will as wood and other fuels, where available. The amount
of electric power that would be economically feasible to replace
depends on the alternative cost of the replacing fuel. The new
power plants that are considered to replace the nuclear power
must, to some extent, be based on imported fuels. The cost of
phasing out nuclear power would thus depend on price trends for
coal, oil and perhaps even natural gas. These prices are deter-
mined on the international energy markets over which Sweden
has only a very marginal influence.

To provide a basis for this study, the Administration has made
certain evaluations of how fuel price trends (in real terms) would
develop. It is assumed that there would be a slow price rise rela-
tive to present levels for all fuels, and it should be noted that pre-
sent levels are low relative to the last decade's prices because of
the sharp drop in the price of oil during the recent year. The prices
of indigenous fuels (peat and wood) are also expected to rise. A
continued low oil price is expected during the rest of the century,
although there will be a slight upward trend. However, wide oscil-
lations around the long-term trend cannot be ruled out. It is also
expected that the price trends for coa! and natural gas will gradu-
aiiy change. With regard to natural gas, adaptation to the lower
oil price level would mean lower prices in new contracts than in
the past. The price levels of our indigenous fuels are expected to
keep pace with the price of coal. All past experience shows that
predictions of future energy prices are at best uncertain. How-
ever, experts in this field seem to agree that oil prices, in the long
term, would increase in relation to their present levels. The uncer-
tainty involved in this issue mainly concerns when and how fast
oil prices would rise. Since the development of oil prices is crucial,
it is expected that the long-term prices of coal and natural gas
would also increase.

Assumptions about international energy prices are very im-
portant for an evaluation of the pros and cons of phasing out
nuclear power - and the associated costs. In general, one can say
that lower fuel prices would make a phase-out easier and less ex-
pensive.

Assumptions about economic trends arc also very important
with regard to the results of a phase out. These assumptions are
based on source material obtained from the medium-term econ-
omic study that is now being conducted and also from the Nation-



al Swedish Institute of Economic Research and the National
Swedish Industrial Board. These assumptions indicate that indus-
trial production would rise by 2.7% annually until 1997 and by
2.6% annually until 2010.

In a very general way, one can say that future electric power
consumption would increase as the economy grows. To support a
high rate of economic growth, it would be neccessary to build
more power plants to replace lost nuclear power compared to the
case with lower growth rate. This would mean that the costs would
also be higher, although there would be more economic resources
available to defray the costs of the nuclear power phase-out.
Consequently, the possibilities and the costs of implementing an
early phase-out of nuclear power would be less dependent on the
assumptions that have been made regarding economic trends.

In connection with an analysis of the type being carried out
here, one must also expect that a certain amount of yield would
be required on investments in. for example, new power plants or
in measures taken to save electricity. The Administration has bas-
ed its analysis on a required yield of 6% per year in real terms.
This means that there would be a yield of 6% on invested capital
after making allowance for the effects of inflation.

The Administration has also based its analysis on the assump-
tion that there would be more stringent requirements regarding
the emission of air pollutants from new condensing plants. It has
been assumed that the upper limits would be O.O3-O.O5 g of sul-
phur and 0.05-0.1 g of nitrogen oxides per megajoule of fuel. The
lower limits correspond respectively to 250 and 4(X) tons per prod-
uced TWh of electrical energy. At present the prevailing limit
values for condensing power plants are 0.05 and 0.1 g for sulphur
and nitrogen oxides respectively For small furnaces, the amounts
emitted can be considerably higher.

It has been assumed that the present requirement for sulphur
content of oil would continue to apply, i.e. 0.3% and 1% of sul-
phur for light and heavy fuel o.l respectively. However, the report
discusses the possibilities of using low-sulphur oil.

Th« Administration's analysis method

The analysis has been based on a society organized in the same
way as our present society, i.e. the government exercises control
by means of legislation, taxation, economic transfers and the dis-
semination of information. The analysis has also been based on
the present arrangements regarding the division of work and re-
sponsibility among the national government, the municipalities,
the power industry and consumers.
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The method used to describe energy market trends is based on
keeping the costs of a nuclear power phase-out as low as possible
while accepting certain restrictions regarding different types of
environmental pollution. This could be called "economic optimi-
zation". In principle, this method can be applied for any desired
restrictions on environmental pollution. The report also discusses
the possibilities of imposing more stringent restrictions.

When this method is used in practice, to make evaluations of
future electric power consumption, its application must be varied
between different sectors and between different branches. One
must run through the different branches of industry, for example,
one at a time to evaluate the possibilities of rationalizing the use
of electric power and replacing electric power with power based
on other fuels as electricity becomes more expensive. Here, atten-
tion must be paid on the branches of industry that are the most
electricity-intensive. Within the housing, services etc. sector,
heating is the most interesting issue, and one must ascertain what
sort of situation would be faced by the owners of buildings, built
to different standards, that use different types of heating systems,
when they try to convert to ether fuels and save energy. The possi-
bilities of rationalizing the use of household electricity (lighting
and appliances) as well as the electricity used for the equipment
of service-sector must also be evaluated.

However, such a relatively detailed economic/technical evalu-
ation method must, for a number of reasons, be supplemented
with other methods. A technical approach does not, for example,
provide any information about the possibilities of making indus-
trial adaptations via structural changes. Neither docs it provide
any useful information about the inertia that would be encounter-
ed when one tries to implement the adaptation process. More-
over, the available statistics would not always hold true for analy-
ses broken down into different types of energy-use categories.
And, as mentioned previously, it would be difficult to use the
economic/technical method to obtain information about structur-
al changes that would occur in the country as a whole when major
changes are made in the underlying conditions that govern the
supply of energy. This was exemplified when the recent oil-price
shock occurred. The phasing out of nuclear power would produce
similar effects. Consequently income levels, the growth of pro-
duction, the amounts of electric power consumed by different
branches of industry and the consumption patterns of households
would all be affected. These effects on different kinds of systems
are analyzed using other methods which are in turn used to check
the consistency of the other results.

These different procedures arc thus used to determine what
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would happen in connection with a phase-out of nuclear power.
However, one must expect built-in inertia and market imperfec-
tions to have certain effects. With the exception of the inter-
ventions needed to phase out nuclear power and impose more
stringent environmental requirements, it is assumed that energy
policy would remain unchanged.

The next problem is to ascertain what the government can do
to facilitate the adjustment process so that it would be as inexpen-
sive as possible. Would it be better to pass a law forcing the utility
companies to take nuclear power plants out of operation, or
would it be better to levy such high taxes on nuclear power that
the utility companies would chose to phase out nuclear power as
quickly as possible. Would it be necessary for the government to
intervene through price regulations so that economic incentives
for consumers to use energy more efficiently emerge?

Adapting the price of electricity to electric power production
costs can, if done during a period while production costs are rising
rapidly, have certain negative side effects which the government
may be well advised to mitigate. Here, we are referring primarily
to differences in the options available to different companies and
different types of households for adapting themselves to rising
electricity prices in both the short and long term. Inertia encoun-
tered in connection with short-term adaptation can result in un-
employment and regional imbalances, and it can also impose a
heavy economic strain on the households that would be using,
initially a great deal of electric power immediately after nuclear
power has been phased out. As a result, our report also discusses
various types of government intervention that can be undertaken
to ease the effects of such changeover problems.

Other methods of analysis

There are a number of other methods that can be used to analy-
ze the consequences of phasing out nuclear power and the avail-
able options. One option is to conduct an analysis based on the
premise that the amount of energy being imported must not rise
in connection with the phase-out. Or one could stipulate that only
renewable sources of energy are to be used to replace nuclear
power.

One could also take, as a different point of view, a situation in
which the burden of changes in the electric power market would
be distributed in some predetermined manner. For example, in-
dustry could be protected from the effects of an early phase-out.
Several options of this type regarding the changeover will be dis-
cussed in section 4.
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In one of the National Energy Administration's source-
material reports (1986 R: 16). Professor Olof Eriksson presents a
phase-out strategy which is based on. among other things, a role-
playing perspective. Under this strategy, it would be more im-
portant to work with attitudes and roles rather than the price of
electric power.
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2 ALTERNATIVESTO
NUCLEAR POWER

In most of the world electric power is mainly produced from coal.
Next in order comes nuclear power, followed by hydropower, oil-
based power and electric power produced from natural gas.
Taken together, these types of power account for more than 90%
of the electricity produced by the industrialized countries.

The costs involved and the time needed to build new power
plants are the two most important factors that determine our
possibilities of replacing nuclear power with other types of power
within the scopes posed by the different phase-out alternatives.
The costs involved would include additional costs incurred to, for
example, clean flue gases to meet environmental requirements.

Hydropower

Sweden has unharnessed hydropower resources which, from a
purely economic viewpoint, comprise the least expensive alterna-
tive. Hydropower production is now about 63 TWh per year with
normal precipitation, and this is about half the total amount of
electric power produced in Sweden. A recent Parliamentary de-
cision permitted the development of an additional 3 TWh of hy-
dropower.

It is possible to develop an additional 20-25 TWh of hydropow-
er. This amounts to about one third of the power now being prod-
uced by nuclear means. However, this would require develop-
ment of all four of Sweden's large, unharnessed rivers plus
development of most of the unharnessed head in the other rivers.
However, according to the recently proposed natural resources
bill, development of the major part of this still-unused potential
hydropower is forbidden.

A major expansion of Sweden's hydropower would take a long
time. Under the reference alternative in which nuclear power
would be gradually phased-out until the year 2010. it would be
technically possible to develop all remaining potential hydropow-
er in Sweden. The determining factor here would be political de-
cisions concerning the granting of permits.
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The possibilities of implementing major hydropower expan-
sion within 10 years to replace part of the nuclear power in the
event of a phase-out by 1997 are very limited. On condition th.it
the natural resources bill is changed and with the current lead-
times needed for legal reviews in the water rights court plus the
time needed for planning and for construction, it would be poss-
ible to make available a maximum of about 3-5 TWh of new hy-
dropower by 1997. However, it should be noted that the legal re-
views account for a relatively large part of the delay, and it would
therefore be possible for the government, by issuing special in-
structions, to speed up this process and enable somewhat more
hydropower to be made available.

One can expect that new hydropower can cost about SEK 0.20
per kWh. Most of the costs incurred would be for investments,
and they are based on a yield of 6% per year in real terms. It is
expected that 1 TWh of hydropower would require an investment
of SEK 2-3 billion. Values linked to environmental and health
hazards are not included in this figure.

Coal

In the industrialized countries about 45% of the electric power
produced is based on coal. In Denmark, for example, more than
95% of the electric power produced is coal- based. With present
fuel prices and present construction costs for new power plants,
coal-based power is, with the exception of hydropower. the least
expensive power-productim alternative. This situation will pre-
vail until the year 2010 as indicated by the Administration's pre-
dictions of future price trends.

It is assumed that the price of coal would rise from today's level
of about 40 dollars (about SEK 300) per ton to about 60 dollars
per ton in 1997 and to about 80 dollars per ton in 2010. These as-
sumptions are quite conservative, i.e. they have been selected to
reflect a negative trend for coal-based power.

Within the period concerned in this study two different tech-
niques of coal-based production of electric power can be import-
ant in Sweden. One is based on condensing power and it now
dominates throughout the world. Here, the power plant supplies
only electric power. The surplus heat generated in the process -
unavoidable in the case of fuel-based electric power production -
is wasted. About 40% of the energy content of the fuel becomes
electric power while the rest becomes waste heat. For the time
being Sweden does not have any large coal-based condensing
power plant.

The second technique involves what are called back-pressure
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power plants or combined power and heating plants. In this case,
the power plant is built to supply both electric power and heat in
the form of hot water or steam, and about 80% of the energy con-
tent of the fuel is utilized. However, the back-pressure technique
can only be used in situations where there is a need for large
amounts of hot water or steam in district heating systems and/or
process industries. Sweden's present coal-based back-pressure ca-
pacity in district heating is about 2 TWh of electrical energy per
year.

Expansion possibilities

Back-pressure power expansion possibilities are relatively lim-
ited in both the short and long terms due to the fact that a major
part of the district heating plants and process industries are alre-
ady utilizing the back-pressure technique up to almost its full po-
tential. Nor can one expect any significant expansion of district
heating or the process industries.

By 1997. it would probably be possible to build an additional
2-3 TWh of back-pressure power facilities based on coal. Most of
this would be connected to district heating systems. By 2010, it
would be possible to add several TWh.

There is no corresponding limitation on the expansion possi-
bilities for coal-based condensing plants. However, the time
frame is important here since it takes a long time to build large
coal-based power plants. For the reference alternative (in which
nuclear power would be phased out by the year 2010). there
would be plenty of time, but if the phase-out is speeded up to take
only 10 years from now it would become difficult to obtain suf-
ficient replacement capacity. However, the Administration esti-
mates that if special efforts arc made, it would be possible to have
approximately 30 TWh of coal-based condensing power in oper-
ation by 1997 under the condition that the decision to start work
is made in 1987.

Costs

If the assumptions regarding coal price trends made by the
Expert Group hold true, it is expected that the cost of producing
electric power in coal-based condensing plants would be about
SEK 0.35 per kWh. including the cost of flue gas cleaning. Slightly
more than 60% of this would be accounted for by coal costs and
other variable costs and the remainder by fixed costs. The cost of
power would be SEK 0.25-0.30 per kWh for power produced in
coal-based, back-pressure plants. The investment costs for coal-
based power amount to approximately SEK 1 billion for each
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TWh per year. To build coal-based power to produce, say, 20
TWh per year, would thus require an investment of about SEK 20
billion.

Coal and the environment

The Administration has conducted a detailed review of the
techniques available to reduce the emission of pollutants from
coal-based power plants and the cost of doing so, particularly with
regard to sulphur and nitrogen dioxides. The Administration has
concluded that with the established techniques available today it
would be possible to limit sulphur emissions to 0.03- 0.05 g per
megajoule of fuel. The present limit value for coal-based, back-
pressure plants is 0.1 g.

A limit value of 0.03 g would mean that the sulphur emitted
from a coal-based power plant would amount to about 250 tons
per produced TWh of electric power or a total of 5000 tons for the
overall coal-based power production amounting to 20 TWh per
year. The total emission of sulphur in Sweden is about 120 000
tons at present, most of which comes from oil-fired heating plants.
In its cost estimates, the Administration has assumed that new
coal-based condensing plants would be equipped with flue gas cle-
aning systems that would keep emissions within a limit value of
0.03 g of sulphur under plant-inspection conditions. This means
that the limit value would be maintained according to the techni-
cal specifications. Whether or not it would be possible to maintain
the sulphur limit value during normal operation is difficult to say,
since no operational experience has been acquired under such
stringent requirements as those being considered here.

There are certain differences between a back-pressure plant
and a condensing plant. According to the assumptions made here,
the sulphur emissions would be about the same for the two types
of plants, as indicated by calculations based on the amount of use-
ful energy produced. This is due to the fact hat a large part of the
energy obtained from the fuel is wasted in a condensing power
plant. On the other hand, flue gases can be cleaned more
economically in a condensing power plant.

However, a bark-pressure power plant must be located close
to a district heating system or a process-industry plant, and this
can entail environmental disadvantages. Condensing plants are
more flexible with regard to siting, and can thus be located in plac-
es where the effects of emissions would have less harmful effects.

With regard to the emission of nitrogen oxides, there is greater
uncertainty about the extent to which they can be limited with
presently available techniques. The Administration expects that
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emissions can be kept under 0.1 g of nitrogen dioxide per mega-
joule of fuel by using catalytic flue gas cleaning systems. This
would amount to about 400 tons per produced TWh of electric
power.

New coal techniques

After the high oil price rises of the 1970s, and since our aware-
ness of the environmental problems linked to combustion has be-
come keener, greater efforts are being made to develop new or
improved techniques for firing with coal and other solid fuels. A
number of methods have been developed and others are now
under development.

One such method involves coal gasification. When this method
is used to produce electricity, the coal is first converted to gas
which is then burned. After combustion, the flue gases are sent to
a turbine which provides extra electric power. This technique is
advantageous for a number of reasons, one of which is that the
emission of sulphur and other pollutants can be kept very low sin-
ce the greater part of the pollutants are retained during gasifi-
cation. Moreover, the extra flue gas turbine boosts electric power
production relative to the amount of fuel being consumed. How-
ever, it is the environmental advantage that is of most interest
here. Sulphur emission, for example, can be limited to less than
0.03 g per megajoule of fuel using this technique. Moreover, the
emission of nitrogen oxides would be lower than what is possible
when conventional coal firing techniques are used.

So far. this technique is being used only in research facilities,
but there arc good prospects that it will become commercially
available in Sweden within a period of ten years.

There is also another coal combustion technique called the
PFBC (Pressure Fluidized Bed Combustion) technique in which
coal is burned under high pressure in a fluidized bed. Here as well,
there is an extra '.urbine for the flue gases, thus boosting electric
power output. ASEA-STAL (a Swedish company) is one of the
companies that has progressed furthest in the development of this
technique. When the PFBC technique is used, sulphur emissions
arc limited to less than 0.03 g per megajoule of fuel. Moreover,
the amounts of nitrogen oxides emitted are lower than when coal
is burned using the conventional technique.

One plant of this kind is planned in Stockholm (at Vårtan), but
it is primarily intended for producing heat. Contracts have been
signed for two foreign plants.

However, the Administration is of the opinion that the PFBC
technique is not yet sufficiently well-tested to justify investing in
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the construction of large-scale electric power production facilities
01 this type during the next few years. Within a 5-year period,
however, enough experience in the use of this technique will have
been acquired to permit sound decisions to be made regarding
full-scale production facilities intended for regular use.

Oil
The Administration expects that oil prices will continue to in-

crease from their present low level uuring the rest of the 1980s and
also during the 1990s. From today's level of about 16 dollars per
barrel, it is assumed that the price of crude oil will rise to a level
somewhat higher than 20 dollars in 1997 and to about 25 dollars
in 2010. However, there is a great deal of uncertainty about oil
prices, as illustrated by the unexpected and abrupt drop in the
price of oil during the last year.

At present, the Swedish oil-condensing power plants have a
production capacity of slightly less than 20 TWh. This capacity is
needed to supply electric power during so-called dry years, when
low precipitation keeps hydropower production at less than nor-
mal levels. However, between 5 and 10 TWh could be used for
supplying power on a regular basis. In case the speeded-up phas-
ing out of nuclear power takes place by 1997. part of the lost nu-
clear power could be replaced in this way.

With oil prices at their present level, the building of oil-based
power plants to replace nuclear power would be the third most
inexpensive alternative, after hydropower and coal-based power.
With the predicted rise in oil prices, however, it would hardly be
advisable to build any more oil-based power plants - neither for
the reference alternative (phase-out by 2010) nor the speeded-up
alternative. Oil-based power is still expected to be more expens-
ive than coal-based power during the 1990s and beyond, and it
does not offer any environmental advantages over coal.

One can expect that part of the electrical energy that is used
for heating would be replaced by oil-based electric heating for the
reference alternative as well as for a speeded-up phase-out. Oil
would also remain competitive for heating during the next few
decades.

In .summary, one can say that oil would be able to replace a
part of the lost nuclear power for a speeded-up phase-out com-
pleted by 1997. This could be accomplished partly by increasing
the amount of oil-based electric power production and partly by
using oil-based heating systems to replace part of the electric heat-
ing systems now in use.

Today, oil and oil products account for most sulphur and nitro-



gen oxide emissions. However, most of the vitroten oxides come
from automobiles and they are of no concern with regard to a nu-
clear power phase-out.

Since a speeded-up phase-out of nuclear power would entail
more oil consumption than the reference alternative, it would also
entail an increase in the amounts of sulphur and nitrogen oxides
that are emitted. In its calculations, the Administration has taken
into account the fact that the existing oil-condensing power plants
would have to be equipped with flue gas cleaning systems, if they
were to be used regularly, in the event that a speeded-up phase-
out of nuclear power is undertaken.

Moreover, it would be possible to lower sulphur emission from
oil-fired facilities by using low-sulphur oil regardless of the phase-
out alternative chosen.

Natural gas
In certain parts of the world, electric power based on natural

gas is used for base loads. The Netherlands, for example, has bas-
ed 50% of its electric power production on natural gas during the
1980s. However, viewed in an international perspective, one can
say that very little electric power is based on natural gas. This is
because the price of natural gas has been too high to compete with
coal in electricity production.

Sweden can, if so desired, import natural gas from Denmark
via an existing pipeline and also (possibly) from Norway and the
Soviet Union. The Norwegians have drawn up plans to expand
the Halten bank in the North Sea off Trondheim in order to ex-
tract more gas. Annual production is to be 100 TWh over a period
of 30 years.

By taking advantage of unused capacity in the line between
Sweden and Denmark, it would be possible to produce 5-7 TWh
of electrical energy. However, the present price of Danish gas is
too high to permit it to be used to produce electricity. Additional
gas-based electric power production would require the construc-
tion of new gas lines. This means that any decisions regarding the
expansion of natural gas facilities must be preceded by nego-
tiations and long-term agreements with the prospective suppliers.

To enable natural gas to compete with coal in electric power
production, the price of gas must not be more than 50% higher
than the price of coal measured per unit of energy content. The
price of Danish gas is presently about twice as high as the price of
coal. During the 1980s, prices of imported gas in western Europe
have, on the aveiage, been 80-100% above the price of imported
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coal. As a result of toda; s low oil price, the prices of gas quoted
in new contracts is Sower.

Natural gas contains virtually no sulphur. On the other hand,
nitrogen oxides are formed when natural gas burns. Conse-
quently, it will be necessary to reduce the nitrogen oxides in flue
gases if the established limit value of 0.1 g per megajoule of fuel
is to be maintained.

During the last few years, wind power plants on the order of
magnitude of 100 kW have appeared on the market. Many
thousands of such plants are in operation in different parts of the
world, most of which have been funded in part by government
subsidies. In Sweden, it is expected that small wind power plants
on the order of magnitude of 200 kW can be built at a cost of SEK
0.30-0.40 per kWh. However, some observers suggest that the
costs arc lower. The high price of electricity entailed by a phase-
out of nuclear power would vastly improve the economic climate
for small wind power plants. However, even if numerous small
wind powtr plants are installed, their total contribution to our
power supply would be small.

If wind power is to play a more important role in supplying
power, larger wind power plants ranging up to one or even a few
MW would be required. One advantage thus gained would be bet-
ter usage of the limited land areas w here there is ample wind. The
two wind power plants on this order of magnitude installed in
Sweden have functioned well for the most. However, because of
technical design/construction considerations, costs arc too high at
present to permit wind power to become competitive. Develop-
ment work is thus oriented towards creating wind power plants of
simpler design having outputs ranging upward from 1 MW. This
would bring costs down and create a sound basis for mass pro-
duction.

This means that major wind power expansion is out of the
question for replacing nuclear power if it is phased out by 1997.
In the long tc-m. however, u is possible that costs can be brought
down and the technology can be improved so that the building of
large wind power plants would become profitable.

Peat-based electric power is being produced in Finland and
Ireland. Finland, which thus far only uses peat in combined power
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and heating plants, is planning a peat-based condensing power
plant that would produce about 1 TWH annually.

The Administration has investigated the prospects of using
peat-fired condensing power in Sweden. The calculations are bas-
ed on an assumed peat-based power plant producing 0.6 TWh an-
nually located near a large peat-digging area in the inland region
of Norrland (northern part of Sweden). Giving due regard to the
time needed for construction and the time required to make prep-
arations for peat-digging operations, it should be possible to com-
mission such peat-based power plants within a period of 10 years.
Each such power plant would require a peat-digging area corre-
sponding to a rectangle measuring 4 by 10 km.

The availability of peat deposits having sufficient digging vol-
ume within contiguous areas limits potential electricity pro-
duction to about 8 TWh of fuel per year. However, nature conser-
vation considerations and the economy of peat-digging operations
set a practical limit on the opportunities available here.

To fulfil the specified environmental requirements, flue gas
cleaning systems would be needed for both sulphur and nitrogen
oxides. The cost of producing electricity, including the cost of put-
ling it on the power grid would, as indicated by the Expert
Group's calculations, amount to about SEK 0.50 per kWh. One
can thus conclude that, from a technical point of view, is would
be possible to build a certain number of peat-based power plants
if nuclear power were phased out, but it must be expected that the
production costs would be high - higher than for both coal-based
and oil-based power.

Wood chips
Similarly, the Administration has concluded that from a tech-

nical viewpoint it would be possible to build a number of condens-
ing power plants that are fired with wood chips if nuclear power
were phased out by 1997. However, the amount of available wood
chips is so limited that it would not suffice for producing more
than 2-4 TWh of electrical energy per year. And the production
costs for wood-chip-based power, like those for peat-based pow-
er, would be high - SEK 0.50-0.60 per kWh.

Energy forestry
Energy forestry implies special plantation of forest to produce

fuels. As yet the only stands now being cultivated are intended
for research which in turn means that only limited technical and
economic experience is available. The Administration estimates
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that energy forests would yield fuel at a price which, in terms of
electric power production, would be equivalent to a cost of about
SEK 0.50 per kWh.

However the techniques for such cultivation have undergone
far too few tests and trials to permit significant electric power fa-
cilities intended for use on a regular base to be installed if. nu-
clear power is phased out by 1997. On the other hanJ. this might
be possible within a longer time period. However, the cost picture
is such that this type of power must be used primarily for the heat-
ing market as well as the combined power and heating market.

In addition to the techniques and fueU used for electric power
production that are set forth above, certain other techniques are
now under development and deserve mention here.

SHMH*SCQW cofiNNiMd poww ond iMotinfi
plants

The development of new techniques for small-scale combined
power and heating plants that is now in progress may make it poss-
ible to construct such plants with outputs of less than 25 MWC, that
would be fully competitive when connected to district heating sys-
tems and district heating plants. The competitiveness of such
plants would depend largely on whether it would be possible for
suppliers to manufacture them in long runs.

The total heating demand which, theoretically, can be met dur-
ing the 1990s by combined production of electrical energy and
heat in small-scale plants, has been estimated at about 14 TWh,h

per year in small district heating systems, in large scale district
heating plants and within the sawmill industry. The theoretical
potential electrical power production capacity that can be im-
plemented this way has been estimated at 4 TWhc per year using
techniques that may become available the 1990s.

Gasification of indigenous fowls

The gasification of solid indigenous fuels can be of interest in
connection with combined power and heating facilities. The tcch-
rrque used in combined power and heating plants based on gasifi-
cation and combustion engines has undergone tests, but it is not
yet commercially available. Commercial gasificrs already avail-
able in Sweden are supplying boilers with gaseous fuel.
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Combined power and heating plants based on gasification tech-
niques can be designed for a very broad output range (10 kWe-100
kWc). This provides far better possibilities of producing consider-
ably more electrical energy from a given amount of fuel than is
possible using steam turbine techniques. For example, the gasifi-
cation technique can be used for small district heating systems, for
large and small district heating plants, for industrial heating and
for sawmills.

The economic predictions that can be made today regarding
combined power and heating systems that use gasification tech-
niques are quite uncertain. In the long term, combustion engines
provided with solid fuel gasification in the 5-15 MW range can be
economically competitive with solid-fuel-fired steam turbine
plants of similar size.

Fu«l c«Hs

The fuel cell technique converts chemically bound energy di-
rectly into electrical energy. The different systems that are being
used are all based on the fact that gaseous hydrogen and oxygen
release energy when combined. Natural gas and air are the raw
materials needed for this technique. In the long term, coal gasifi-
cation can provide one method of producing fuel for fuel cells.

Extensive development efforts and tests in demonstration
plants are now in progress in a number of countries. However, it
is too early to estimate the cost of fuel-cell-based plants used to
produce electricity on a regular basis.

Wcnrs powff

Relatively detailed studies have been made of possible Swedish
applications of wave power. The theoretical potential for obtain-
ing wave energy along Swedish coasts is low - 1-2 TWh per year.
Because of this low potential and the costs involved, wave power
along Swedish coasts is not believed to be of significance at this
time. There is n certain amount of interest in wave power in
Norway where, at present, two demonstration facilities are unde-
rgoing trials.

Alternativas to nuclear power - summary

In summary, one can thus say that in the present situation the
following alternativ» to nuclear power can be considered: hydro-
power up to 20 TWh. coal-based power using conventional com-
bustion methods yet using sophisticated techniques for reducing



sulphur and nitrogen oxide emissions, oil-based power and power
plants driven by natural gas. Generally speaking, the sequence in
which these power production methods are set forth here corre-
sponds to their cost ranking, with hydropower the least expensive.
In addition, one can consider peat-based or wood- based power
plants, although they would be mort expensive than coal. More-
over, wood is restricted due to the fact that the volume available
for producing electric power is limited.

Extensive operating experience has been acquired inter-
nationally in the use of all these power-production techniques and
fuels. We are certain that they now function satisfactorily and that
the risk of power failure is acceptably low. Moreover, one can
predict on a relatively accurate basis what new plants would cost
to build.

In addition to the above, there are some techniques that are
now under development. Examples include plants based on coal-
gasification techniques. ASEA-STALs PFBC plants, large wind
power plants and electric power production based on energy for-
ests. These techniques are in a very advanced stage of develop-
ment, and they are being tested in prototype or demonstration fa-
cilities. During the next 5-10 years it is expected that sufficient
practical operating experience will be acquired to ascertain
whether they fulfil the operational reliability and cost require-
ments that must be met by plants used to produce electricity on a
regular basis.

In addition to this group of techniques that are now being de-
veloped, there are a number of techniques that are in a much earl-
ier stage of development. These include fuel cells and wave pow-
er.

The costs of producing electricity in different types of power
plants, as calculated by the Administration, are tabulated below:-

Type of power

Hydropower up to 15 TWh
Combined power and heating plants
Coal-based power
Small wind power plants
Oil-based power
Peal-based power
Wood-based power
Natural gas (SEK 0.0N-0.I5 per kWh. gas)

Cost in SEK per kWh

0.18
0.23-0.36
0.34
0.30-0.40
0.40
0.50
0.50
0.30-0.45

For natural-gas-hased production of electric power, the cost
will depend on the gas price that can be negotiated. The Adminis-
tration docs not believe that it would be meaningful to present
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cost estimates for techniques that have still not been tested in full
scale operation.

Very few options in ttw short term

The electric power supply is of prime importance to most parts
of our society today. If nuclear power, which. as already mention-
ed, accounts for approximately half of the electric power pro-
duction, is phased-out, the new power plants meant to replace it
would have to meet stringent operational reliability require-
ments. If the new-generation power plants will be found unable
to supply the electricity called for in the plans, the resulting elec-
tricity shortage and the risk of having to cut down industrial pro-
duction would be extremely costly. Since it takes a long time to
build new power plants, it can also take long time to solve, in a
satisfactory way. the problems inherent in such a situation.

This means that our options are quite limited with regard to
trying out new techniques in the power plants that we decide to
build to replace nuclear power. Here, there is a wide difference
between the reference alternative (under which nuclear power
would be phased out by 2010) and a speeded-up phase out. If one
were to implement a nuclear speeded-up phase-out by 1997, one
would (generally speaking) have to decide immediately which
types of power plants are to be built so that planning and construc-
tion could be started at once.

The types of power plants that can be considered in such a situ-
ation are limited, generally speaking, to combined power and
heating plants (which have a limited potential), conventional
coal-based power and a small amount of hydropower. Extensive
building of natural-gas-based plants to produce electric power
would require price negotiations for large amounts of imported
natural gas. Moreover, a great deal of money would have to be
invested in gas wells and gas transportation. As a result, natural
gas can hardly serve as an alternative source of power if nuclear
power is phased out by 1997. Because of uncertainty regarding
the future price of oil. an extensive expansion of oil- based power
would entail excessively high economic risks.

If nuclear power is phased out from 2000 to 2010, a number of
additional options would be available. These consist of techniques
that are now in an advanced stage of development. Examples in-
clude wind power and new techniques for burning coal that help
protect the environment. Since a 2000-2010 phase-out allows
more years before a final decision must be made regarding the
types of power plants that would replace nuclear power we would
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have an opportunity to engage ourselves actively in the opening
up of new options. Trial facilities can be installed to test the new
techniques and provide the experience that would be needed be-
fore they can be used to produce power on a regular basis.
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3 RAPID PHASE-OUT

3.1 Phase-out of all reactors within
two years

What are the possibilities of phasing out all nuclear power
within one or two of years

How much electricity can ve produce without nuclear power?
At present, hydropower and nuclear power each produce

about half of Sweden's electric power. Moreover, there is a cer-
tain amount of additional production (see table below).

Today's power production system

Type of power

Hydropower
Nyclear power
Back-pressure and
combined power and
heating plants

Total base power

Excl. nuclear power

Oil-condensing plants
Gas turbines
Grand total

Exl. nuclear power

Variable
cost
in SEK
per kWh
incl tax

0.01
0.06
0.06-0.; 5

0.16-0.22
0.48

Expected
production
in 1986
inTWh
per year

63
61

6

130

69

1
0

131

70

Capacity
in 1986
inTWh
per year

63
61
10

134

73

20
5

159

98

For hydropower, the capacity can vary by +/- 20%, depending
on annual precipitation. The oil-condensing plants and gas tur-
bines being used in the present power system are intended primar-
ily for dry years and for use during temporary operational disturb-
ances in the base power plants.

The table sets forth the approximate variable costs (fuel and
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operation) for the different types of power. It is evident from the
table that it is expensive to produce electricity in oil-condensing
plants and even more expensive in gas turbines, as compared with
hydropower. nuclear power and combined power and heating.
These latter are therefore utilized at large, while oil-condensing
plants and gas turbines are normally used only during short
periods of the year. The cost data presented above also show that
if electric power consumption increases and no new power plants
are built, marginal electricity production i.e. the production price
of electricity, which is the term used hereinafter, would rise rap-
idly. This would also be the case if one or more nuclear power
plants were to be taken out of operation, since it would mean that
we would have to use more of the expensive power plants.

Total production capacity, without nuclear power, is about 100
TWh per year. In practice, a part of the oil-condensing plants and
gas turbines must be kept in reserve in the event of operational
disturbances in the other plants or transmission disturbances. In
reality, the available production capacity is thus about 90-95 TWh
per year, without nuclear powe..

Within a period of two years, it would be impossible to build
new power plants that could provide significant additional ca-
pacity. We would thus have to limit the consumption of electric
power to 90-95 TWh per year.

How much electrical energy can be phased out rapidly?

Calculations show that for 1986. the utilization of electrical en-
ergy can be broken down as follows (in TWh per year):

Industry
Transportation
Households/service

of which
- Electric heating
- Other

District heating
of which.
- Large electric boilers

Transmission losses

Total

25
38

2

47
3

63

5

11

129

To bring down the consumption of electric power to what can
be produced without nuclear power would thus require a re-
duction of 35-40 TWh in comparison to the present level.

The large electric boilers can be closed down at once by using
existing oil-fired boilers instead.
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Part of the buildings and houses being heated today by plants,
that use a combination of electric power and oil or some other
fuel, can be immediately changed over from electrical energy to
some other form of energy. Other buildings and houses can chan-
ge over to non-electric heating systems at a relatively low cost. A
total of about 6 TWh of electric heating could be changed over
in this way. However, for most of the remaining electric heating,
existing systems would have to be rebuilt or ntw systems would
have to be installed in order to change to some other type of heat-
ing.

The only way that Swedish industry can make major cuts in the
amount of electric power being used would be to discontinue
manufacturing in certain branches.

Reducing consumption to 90-95 TWh would require replacing
most of Sweden's electric heating systems with some other type
of heating. Moreover, the most electricity-intensive branches of
industry would have to close down and other companies as well as
households would have to reduce their electricity consumption by
about 15-20%.

Economic consequences

As shown in section 6, the economic consequences of a rapid
phase-out of nuclear power would be quite serious. This is mainly
due to the fact that the abilities of industry and households to
adapt to higher electricity prices depends directly on the amount
of time available to make a changeover. Particularly for industry,
a short-notice phase-out would entail entirely different change-
over costs than a phase-out undertaken, for example, across a
period of 10 years.

It has not been possible to quantify in any reasonable way the
cost of a rapid phase-out relative to the reference alternative or
relative to a phase-out throughout a 10-year period. The most sig-
nificant differences relative to a 10-year phase-out are expected
to be:
• Higher electric power production costs
• An economy that would be more difficult to control
• Uncertain prospects for industry
• The closing of companies
• Slower industrial growth
• Ineffective structural development
• Considerable redistribution of income among households
• More regional imbalance
• Higher unemployment
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3.2 Phase-out of a few reactors
within a couple of years

As mentioned above, a part of today's heating is being pro-
vided by plants that use a combination of electric power and oil
or some other fuel. This type of electric heating consumes a total
about 6 TWh per year. In addition, there is a certain amount of
unused power production capacity, particularly in oil-condensing
power plants and to some extent in combined power and heating
plants. At present this unused capacity totals about 20 TWh, but
a large part of it is allocated for reserve use in dry years when little
hydropower is produced and for disturbances in other power
plants.

However, limited transmission capacity between different
parts of the country entails restrictions that differ for each of the
nuclear power plants. Another factor that complicates the picture
is that transmission capacity from northern to central and sou-
thern Sweden is limited during the next few years due to the fact
that the transmission lines are being rebuilt. It has been imposs-
ible for the Administration to investigate how transmission ca-
pacity conditions would affect the possibilities of taking reactors
out of operation, with the exception of the Barsebäck plant.

The current long-term electricity supply plans include a certain
amount of changeover from electric heating to oil-based heating.
Moreover, these plans state that part of today's unused electric
power production capacity is to be utilized in the future. This
would make it possible to meet the expected need for electric
power consumption by industry and by the households/services
sector until the mid- 1990s without building any new power plants.

An immediate phase-out of one or more nuclear reactors
would reduce or eliminate the aforesaid margin that is now avail-
able to handle an increase in the demand for electric power.
Consequently, a decision calling for the construction of new pow-
er plants would have to be made at once so that the plants could
be put into operation as soon as possible. In reality, this would
have to take place in the early 1990s in order to provide a reliable
and satisfactory supply of electric power.

3.3 Phasing out the Barsebäck
plant

The Barsebäck plant provides about 15ry of power production
capacity in southern Sweden and produces about M)r4 of the elec-
tric power used in southern Sweden.



If Barsebäck is not replaced by new production facilities, the
transmission of electric power from other parts of the country
would have to be increased. This would require expansion of the
trunk line system (which will be discussed later). The necessity for
additional transmission capacity would vary, depending on how
much electric power is being consumed in southern Sweden. This
need would reach a peak during the winter months.

During the winter of 1985/86. the maximum load in southern
Sweden reached about 4540 MW. To accommodate sudden mal-
functions in production facilities, reserve capacity would be need-
ed for the largest unit, as set forth in the simplified criterium that
specifies reserve needs. At present, one of the units in the Barse-
bäck plant is the largest production unit in use. thus providing a
need for reserve capacity amounting to about 600 MW. i.e. about
15°r of the power needed. More complicated calculations of re-
serve capacity requirements based on combinations of different
conceivable malfunctions show a similar need for capacity, i.e. on
the same order of magnitude.

According to forecasts made by Sydkraft, proprietor of the
Barseback plant, the maximum load is expected to reach about
4800 MW during the winter of 1987/88 at a temperature of -I2"C.
If the peak electric heating load during a cold snap (-2IC) co-
incides with the peak load resulting from other uses, the
maximum load would rise to about 5300 MW.

The Barsebäck plant cannot be phased out immediately while
maintaining the supply-reliability requirements. To meet these
specifications, transmission of electric power from the north must
not exceed about 2300 MW. and reserve capacity must be avail-
able within the area. Power shortages would occur during about
300 hours spread throughout the November-March period. How-
ever, if transmission facilities are overloaded by about 400 MW, it
would still be possible to provide the maximum amount of electric
power needed, but in such case sufficient reserve capacity would
not be available.

At -2I"C. there would be a surplus of 50 MW if the Barsebäck
plant is running, and there would be a shortage of 1250 MW if the
Barsebäck plant had been phased out.

With the Barsebäck plant running, the necessary power and
energy in southern Sweden can be met during all hours of the
year. Oil-condensing plants that run during about 750 hours pro-
vide .i tota! of about 0.3 TWh. Without Barsebäck, it would be
impossible to meet the need for power for about 300 hours. The
power shortage would reach a maximum of 750 MW. which rep-
resents about \y;( of the amount needed. Without Barsebäck,
oil-condensing plants (preferably the Karlshamn plant and the
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resund plant) would have to run for 2750 hours ^nd provide a
total of about 1.3 TWh.

If a situation arises in which all available production capacity
in southern Sweden is being used and the need for power reaches
4800 MW. transmission facilities from the north must be over-
loaded by about 400 MW. In such case. 2700 MW would have to
be transmitted from the north instead of 2300 MW. Moreover, all
available production capacity in southern Sweden would be carry-
ing peak loads. If. for example, the oil-based power plant in
Karlshamn were to malfunction on such an occasion, or if a 400
kV transmission line were to fail, the static limit could be exceed-
ed, and this would cause the trunk line system in all of southern
Sweden (and perhaps the line running to Själland) to break down.

At -21"C. the transmission facilities would be overloaded by
900 MW and an overall of 3200 MW would be transmitted, which
no doubt lies much too close to the static limit to be accepted. In
such situations, those in charge of operations must disconnect part
of the load to avoid risking a breakdown of the trunk line system
and disturbances in the supply of electric power.

The increase in risk of disturbances is deemed to amount to
0.3- 0.7 malfunctions in southern Sweden for the 1987/88 peak-
load period. The 0.7 figure stands for a cold winter.

The overall probability of the occurrence of a nation-wide dis-
turbance amounts to once per 20-50 years with Barsebäck running
and once per 10-20 years without Barsebäck. The probability of a
regional disturbance in southern Sweden would increase from
once per 10-20 years to once per 1-3 years without Barsebäck. The
probability of a nation-wide disturbance would thus become 2.5
times as great, and for a regional disturbance it would become 7-
8 times as great. During a 3-4 year period, required to improve
the trunk system network. 1-3 regional disturbances can be ex-
pected and 0.2-0.5 nation-wide disturbance in case Barsebäck is
phased out immediately.

Disturbances cost money. Moreover, they represent serious
threats to safety in the other nuclear power plants. It is possible
to maintain a reliable supply of electric power when the amounts
being transmitted approach the static limit, only if a mandatory
rotating load disconnection procedure is used in southern
Sweden. These disconnections can be implemented in a planned
sequence so that each consumer would have no electricity
throughout a specified interval. Those in charge of operations can
disconnect certain major consumers ;»r certain geographical are-
as. If a controlled, rotating disconnection procedure is used, ex-
ceptions can be made for especially vulnerable groups of sub-
scribers and early warnings can be issued to others with instruc-
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tions about the period of the disconnection scheduled.
If the Barsebäck piant is phased out immediately, it would thus

be impossible to provide a satisfactory supply of electricity in sou-
thern Sweden while still fulfilling the present requirements for
supply reliability. One of two things would have to happen:
a) Rotating disconnection of loads in southern Sweden would

have to be imposed during periods while power loads are very
high.

b) Transmission facilities from the north would have to be over-
loaded, thus entailing additional risks for regional and nation-
wide disturbances.
One can therefore conclude that by improving the trunk line

system it would be possible to take the Barsebäck plant out of op-
eration no earlier than after 3-4 years if one were to maintain the
present level of supply reliability in the region and avoid manda-
tory disconnection of loads.

Another alternative is to replace the Barsebäck plant with new
electric power producing facilities located in southern Sweden. If
such a decision were to be made today, a new condensing power
plant could go into operation in approximately 1993-1994. How-
ever, a new gas turbine plant could be constructed in 2-3 years,
but the power production costs in a gas turbine plant are consider-
ably higher than in a condensing power plant.

Costs

The cost of phasing out the Barsebäck plant is highly depen-
dent on the future prices of oil and coal and on future trends in
the consumption of electric power. The loss of electric power pro-
ducing capacity would have to be compensated for either by in-
creasing production in, primarily, existing oil-fired power plants
or by building a new coal-based power plant. At the present level
of total electricity consumption, unused capacity is available for
which production costs are relatively low. If the prices of oil and
coal rise slowly, if electric power consumption does not rise in the
future, and if finally other nuclear power plants are not phased
out. the cost could be limited to a total of SEK 2 billion.

If, on the other hand, oil and coal prices rise faster and at the
same time electric power consumption rises, the cost can be sub-
stantially higher. The Administration has calculated that the cost
of phasing out the Barsebäck plant could, if conditions are un-
favourable, reach the amount of SEK 10 billion (discounted
costs).

More detailed information about the Barsebäck plant is avail-
able in the report issued by the National Energy Administration.



4 PHASE-OUT OF ALL
NUCLEAR POWER WITHIN
10 YEARS-1987-1997

4.1 Introduction
It would take about 10 years to build the new power plants

necessary to replace nuclear power. The phasing out of nuclear
power would require at least this much time if one were to avoid
acute shortages of electric power, a temporary surge in electricity
prices, and what migh» be called a dual changeover - first to tem-
porarily very high electric power prices and then to lower prices.

The Administration has thus decided to describe a scenario in
which the phasing out of nuclear power is spread throughout the
next 10 years, i.e. until 1997. The selection of a 10-year period
was based primarily on the fact that such a scenario provides a
very good way to illustrate the problems that must be solved even
for a slower phase-out and to explain what the consequences
would be. However, it should be noted that the results of our
examination of this scenario are not linked exclusively to the year
1997.

The Administration has made a rough evaluation of the extent
to which electric power consumption would be reuu^V. by the
phase-out from the time it starts until it is completed. The
Administration has also presented the options that arc available to
replace the nuclear power plants during this period. Moreover, we
have estimated the costs of phasing out nuclear power by the year
1997. the air pollutant emission changes that would take place, and
other effects on the environment.

To carry out detailed calculations, the Administration has been
forced to make certain assumptions about ihe rate at which the
nuclear reactors (for the reference alternative) are to be taken out
of operation during the years before 2010. Here, it was decided
to assume that they would be phased out at an even rate from 2000
to 2010.

If nuclear power is phased out during the next 10 years, the
phase-out would be distributed from 1987 to 1997. This means
that in fact we must compare two phase-out alternatives separated
in time by about 13 years. For trie reference alternative, the nu-
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clear power plants are to be kept operating on an average of 13
years longer than for the speeded-up alternative.

Changeover in industry, households!services sector and power
production

When one analyzes trends in electric power consumption, one
can choose one of several points of departure. We have chosen to
start by assuming that the increase in the marginal cost of elec-
tricity production that would result from the phasing out of nu-
clear power would be passed on in full to all subscribers. One re-
sult of this would be that the re-alignment of the electricity market
would be split between a) electricity consumers, industry and the
households/services sector, all of whom would have to pay higher
power costs and b) power producers who would have to expand
generating capacity.

Another possibility would be not to allow the price of elec-
tricity to be affected by the phase-out. Here, electricity con-
sumers would not be forced to make any changeover unless laws
were passed limiting the amount of electricity one was entitled to
use. The consumption of electricity would be largely independent
of whether nuclear power is phased out within 10 years. The en-
tire changeover would thus have to be accommodated via pro-
duction facilities. All nuclear power would have to be replaced.
Moreover, new power producing plants would have to be built if
needed.

Yet another possibility would be to allow electricity consumers
to accommodate the entire changeover. Here, the consumption
of electricity would have to be forced down to a level where it
would not be necessary to build any new power plants to replace
nuclear power. This means that the consumption of electricity
would have to be reduced by about 40 TWh annually compared
with today's level. Moreover, certain amounts of electricity would
have to be ear-marked for industry to make industrial growth
possible.

One can also conceive of a number of compromise alterna-
tives. For example, industry could be protected from changeover
burdens by shifting these burdens to the households/services sec-
tor and to the electricity producers. Specifically, this would mean
that industry would be protected from increases in the price of
electricity but not households/services. Here, the house-
holds/services would have to further reduce their electricity con-
sumption or power production would have to be expanded to
create the latitude required by industry.
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The different changeover alternatives are tabulated below (an
x indicates where changeover is to take place).

Different Industry Households/ Electricity
changeover services producers
alternatives

Cost-effective X X X
changeover

Industry protected X X
against electricity
price rises

No rise in the X
price of electricity

No replacement power X X
plants constructed

The reason why, in our basic analysis, we started by permitting
production costs to be fully reflected in the price of electricity for
all electric power consumers is that it, no doubt, provides the best
way of illustrating the consequences of the phasing out of nuclear
power and the trade-offs which the government would have to
make.

With regard to industry, this would provide, for example, a pic-
ture indicating which electricity-intensive branches would be-
come unprofitable within the framework of national economy
considerations when production costs rise. This would take place
independently of whether the price of electricity rises, and it
would provide an indication of what type of economic support
would be necessary to permit these branches of industry to sur-
vive.

This method of analysis would also provide a rough estimate of
an optimal trade-off between the changeover burdens that would
have to be carried by industry, by the households/services sector
and by electricity producers when nuclear power is phased out,
that is to say, an estimate of which trade-offs would entail the low-
est possible phase-out costs for the national economy.

The results of this analysis would also provide a background
tor discussing the prerequisites and consequences of other alter-
natives with regard to the distribution of changeover burdens
among industry, the households/services sector and electricity
producers.
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4.2 Future electricity and energy
consumption

Compared with a number of other industrialized countries,
electric power price in Sweden has been low for a long time. This
has contributed to. and in many cases made possible, the growth
of electricity-intensive branches of industry in Sweden such as
heavy chemical plants, ferro-alloy mills, steel mills and pulp and
paper mills. These electricity-intensive branches of industry ac-
count for approximately fiVi of the electricity consumed by
Swedish industry as a whole.

Starting in the 1970s, the low electricity prices led to a sharp
rise in the use of electricity for heating, and today electric heating
accounts for approximately 25 TWh. A large part of Swedish in-
dustry is electricity-intensive and electric heating is widely used.
These two factors account for Sweden's high electricity consump-
tion compared to other countries and the fact that a high pro-
portion of all the energy used in Sweden is in the form of elec-
tricity.

How would these conditions change in case nuclear power
were to be phased out?

The Administration has made a rough estimate of future elec-
tricity consumption if nuclear power were to be phased out within
a 10-year period. The purpose of this estimate is to provide an
approximate idea of just how much of the iost nuclear power
would have to be replaced and how the supply of energy would
be affected in other ways. The rough estimate would also provide
source material on which estimates of the cost of a phase-out can
be based.

Not a prediction of power plant expansion

The above mentioned rough estimate of future electricity con-
sumption must not be used as source material for making de-
cisions about how electric power production facilities are to be
expanded if it should be decided that nuclear power is to be
phased out by 1997. This would require a far more detailed mar-
ket study than what has been possible to include in this report.
Forecasts that can be used as source material on which can be bas-
ed decisions about the building of replacement power facilities
must be included as part of the phase-out plan that precedes the
phase-out decision.
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More expensive electricity

The phasing out of nucear power would make electrical en-
ergy more expensive to produce. At present, the demand for elec-
tricity can. throughout most of the year, be met by hydropower,
nuclear power and back-pressure power plants. Variable costs in-
curred when producing electricity in these plants amount to. as
previously shown, approximately SEK 0.01 per kWh for hydro-
power. SEK 0.06 per kWh for nuclear power and SEK 0.06-0.15
per kWh for back-pressure power. During the part of the winter
when electricity consumption is high, it becomes necessary to use
oil-condensing power plants for which the variable cost is about
SEK 0.20 per kWh. In addition, gas turbines are used for brief
periods, and here the variable cost is close to SEK 0.50 per kWh.

The cost of the last kilowatt hour produced, the so-called short-
term marginal cost, can thus vary from a few hundredths of a
Swedish cro" n up to half a Swedish crown per kWh during the
year. During recent years the average marginal cost has been ar-
ound one tenth of a Swedish crown per kWh.

For the reference alternative (phase-out by the year 2010). the
Administration expects that present production capacity would,
for the most part. be sufficient to take care of the demand for elec-
tricity until 1997. In addition to hydropower. nuclear power and
back-pressure power, we would be able to use a part of the exist-
ing oil-fired power plants on a regular basis. Compared with to-
day's situation, this means that it would be more expensive to
produce electricity. The marginal cost of production would be
about SEK 0.18 per kWh. Thereafter, the marginal cost would
gradually increase until 2010.

As set forth previously, it is technically possible to build new
hydropower resources at a cost (including capital costs but not en-
vironmental-protection costs) of about SEK 0.20 per kWh. How-
ever, within a 10-year period, only a small expansion of hydro-
power resources would be possible because of practical limi-
tations. Consequently, the Administration only expects very lim-
ited expansion of hydropower by 1997. After hydropower. the
least expensive (in monetary terms) type of power production
comprises combined power and heating plants. However their ex-
pansion potential is limited. Next comes coal-based condensing
production where the cost would be around SEK 0.35 per kWh.
If electricity consumption in 1997 exceeds 90 TWh per year, the
Administration expects that new condensing production would
have to be built. This would mean that the marginal cost of elec-
tricity production would reach a level of about SEK 0.35 per kWh.
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Trade-offs between energy saving and production

One key factor that must be considered when evaluating the
future electricity consumption trend is the trade-off between en-
ergy saving and production. The principle on which this trade-off
is based can be illustrated by saying that it would be advantageous
to save one kWh of electrical energy as long as it is less costly to
save it than to produce it.

We believe that if it becomes necessary to build new power
plants to replace nuclear power plants, the marginal cost of elec-
tricity pnxiuction would be about SEK 0.35 per kWh ifall nuclear
power plants are phased out. The aforementioned trade-off prin-
ciple would thus mean in practice that it would be economically
advantageous to save electrical energy as long as the cost of this
energy is lower than SEK 0.35 per kWh.

This is the point of departure used when we tried to estimate
how much electricity would be consumed if nuclear power is phas-
ed out within a 10-year period. We have also assumed that the
trade-off between saving and production would be decided by in-
dividual electricity consumers. This means that electricity prices
would rise to a level that corresponds to the increased production
costs. Compared with today's level, the price paid by the con-
sumer for electrical energy would increase by about SEK 0.25 per
kWh.

Electricity prices would then, as shown in our calculations,
change as follows:

Price of electricity including taxes in 1986 and 1997 in hundredths of
Swedish crowns per kWh

Consumer category

Electric heating
Household electricity
Industry

1986

37
46
22

1997
With nuclear
power

54
52
29

1997
Without
nuclear
power

61
70
46

Different ways of reducing electricity consumption

As the cost of electricity production rises, the conditions that
govern the trend of electricity consumption would change. In
more and more cases, it would be more economically advan-
tageous to use less electrical energy and also to use oil, for exam-
ple instead of building and running new electric power plants.
Electricity consumption can be reduced by:
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• Replacing electricity with energy supplied in some other form
for heating, to cite one example

• Saving electrical energy
• Reducing the production of goods that require large amounts

of electrical energy

Replacing electrical energy

Possibilities of replacing electricity with energy supplied in
some other form are available, primarily in connection with elec-
tric heating. During 1986, it is expected that 2 TWh of electricity
would be used in large electric boilers. If electricity production
costs rise, it would cost less to use oil-fired boilers than these elec-
tric boilers. Similarly, having a part of the houses and buildings
now being heated electrically change over - if such a change is
feasible - to oil or some other fuel would be better from an econ-
omic point of view than building new electric power plants.

There are more than one million houses and buildings that are
heated electrically and most of these are detached houses. Speak-
ing very generally, a rise in the price of electricity to SEK 0.70 per
kWh. i.e. by about SEK 0.25 per kWh, would entail a rise in heat-
ing costs of SEK 4000-8000 per year for a normal detached house.

The possibilities of changing from electric heating to some
other method of heating vary widely between different users. The
big electric boilers that are used in district heating systems change
regularly between electricity and oil firing, depending on which
provides the least expensive heat at any given time. In such
boilers, a permanent changeover from electricity to oil can be car-
ried out immediately.

The same applies to houses and buildings provided with what
are called combination boilers that can use electrical energy and
can also be burn oil or some other fuel.

A different category of electrically heated houses and buildings
have electric boilers connected to heating systems that use water
as a heating medium. Here, the heating systems would have to be
rebuilt in order to replace electricity with some other fuel. If a flue
and chimney are already available, this rebuilding can be done
relatively inexpensively by installing a fuel-burning boiler. Other-
wise, more extensive rebuilding would be required. It is uncertain
whether, in this situation, such extensive rebuilding would be
economically advantageous as an isolated measure. On the other
hand, it could be economically advantageous to have it done if the
house or building had to be renovated or rebuilt for other reasons.

Another category of houses is equipped with electric radiators.
Here, a changeover to some other type of heating often entails
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the installation of water radiators and pipelines as well as a fuel-
burning boiler, plus the construction of a flue and a chimney. In
houses and buildings where there is no room for such a boiler,
this can be virtually impossible. Moreover it would be relatively
expensive in all cases. Such extensive rebuilding would, as a rule,
not be economically justified even when due regard is given to the
high costs of new electricity production. As a result, this category
of houses and buildings would either have to reduce electricity
consumption sharply by reducing comfort or accept substantially
higher heating costs. And this, in turn, would mean less latitude
for other types of consumption.

Due to the economic considerations involved, it is very difficult
to estimate how much electric heating in different forms would be
replaced with some • her type of heating, if nuclear power were
phased out within a 10-year period. It is also difficult to foresee
what measures would be taken by the owners of electrically heat-
ed houses and buildings if electricity prices increase in the manner
set forth above. Here, one must also give consideration to the fact
that electric heating is often more convenient to use than other
types of systems.

If the currently applicable plan for the phasing out of nuclear
energy is implemented, the Administration expects that, on the
whole, total electric heating would be on approximately the same
level in 1997 as today, i.e. about 25 TWh per year. If nuclear pow-
er is phased out by the year 1997 and the price of electricity used
for heating rises to SEK 0.70 per kWh, somewhat more than 10
TWh of this electric heating power should be replaced by some
other type of heating by 1997. Such a reduction of electric heating
would mean that approximately 500 000 houses and buildings that
are now being heated electrically would change over to some oth-
er type of heating. Electric heating would then be replaced by oil,
heat pumps, district heating and systems that burn solid fuel.

The Administration has estimated that the investment cost of
implementing these heating changeovers would be close to SEK
15 billion. In addition, SEK 5 billion would be needed to insulate
houses or reduce house heating requirements in some other way.
These costs must be added to the normal costs of replacing and
renovating heating systems - plus the costs of the energy-saving
measures that would be taken during the next ten years.

Even though it is within the heating field that the best oppor-
tunities to replace electricity with fuel would be found, there are
also certain possibilities in industry. Here, we expect a difference
of 3 TWh compared with what would result from the reference
alternative.
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Saving electrical energy

It is evident from the many energy studies that have been con-
ducted that, from a purely technical point of view, there are many
ways to save both fuel-based energy and electrical energy. In most
fields, there is no absolute limit on how low energy consumption
can be pressed. For example, it is technically possiole to insulate
and seal houses so that they would not need any extra heating en-
ergy beyond what is generated by lamps and household ap-
pliances.

The limits are imposed by economic considerations. Saving en-
ergy requires measures which, in most cases, cost money. And at
a certain level of consumption it is, on the whole, less expensive
to purchase energy than to invest in energy-saving measures.

The time aspect is also an important factor when the possibilit-
ies of saving energy are being evaluated. One cannot, in a short
time span, insulate all houses or rebuild all factories to bring them
up to the best technical energy standards. In factories, for exam-
ple, the way energy is used is an integral part of the production
process. Even if machines are available on the market that require
less energy, the resulting energy savings alone cannot, in most
cases, justify replacing an old machine with a new one that uses
less energy. In the industrial sector the possibilities of rationaliz-
ing energy and electricity consumption are thus highly dependent
on the rate at which factories are renovated.

Industry

Since the early 1970s, industry's specific electricity consump-
tion, i.e. electricity consumption relative to production volume,
has increi cd by \c/r per year. Today, the industrial electricity
consumption amounts to about 47 TWh per year. It is worth men-
tioning that during this period, electricity prices have remained
virtually constant in real terms.

The evaluation made by the Administration shows that indu-
stry's annual electricity consumption would be about 55 TWh in
ten years if all nuclear power plants are still operating. This evalu-
ation is based on an annual increase in industrial production of
2.1% and on industrial electricity prices ten years hence that are
30% higher than today. We also expect that industrial facilities
will be gradually renovated and that equipment that uses elec-
tricity more efficiently will be put into operation.

If all nuclear power were phased out by 1997. the Adminis-
tration expects that industrial production would grow somewhat
slower. Here, our evaluation of electrical consumption is based
on studies of how the different branches of industry would be af-
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fected if electricity prices rise. What technology is available to
save electrical energy? To what extent would people be willing to
invest in electricity-saving measures in order to bring down elec-
tricity consumption?

Our general conclusion is that electricity prices would not, on
the whole, be of primary importance with regard to the decisions
made by companies regarding how much to invest in electricity-
saving technology. There are a number of reasons for this. One is
that, on the average, industrial electricity costs are actually quite
low - less than 2% of total sales. Consequently, even large per-
centage rises in the price of electricity have relatively little signifi-
cance when compared with other rising costs - for wages, interest
payments, materials etc. Another reason is that industrial com-
panies require high yields. This means that if an investment pro-
ject of no strategic importance is to return a satisfactory yield, the
entire investment must often have to pay for itself within a couple
of years.

The Administration believes that a doubling of the price of
electricity would not have a very significant effect on industrial
investments in technology whose sole purpose is to save elec-
tricity. Here, the power saved would be a few TWh more than for
the reference alternative.

On the other hand, such a rise in the price of electricity would
result in a change in the industrial growth pattern. The most elec-
tricity-intensive branches of industry would stagnate or be closed
down while the less electricity-intensive branches would grow fas-
ter. This will be discussed later.

Heating

Since the first oil price shock, the net heating need per unit of
area in houses and other types of buildings has declined by about
25r/r. This was mainly attributed to the sharp oil price rises that
took place during the 1970s. It is probable that the heating need
per unit of area will continue to diminish in the future, although
at a slower pace. One of the reasons for this is that higher techni-
cal energy standards are being incorporated into existing houses
and buildings that are beinp renovated and also into new ones that
are being constructed.

When electricity costs become higher, it may be economically
advantageous to insulate electrically heated buildings and houses
or to reduce heating costs in other ways.
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Household electricity and operating electricity used in the
service sector

With regard to the electricity needed for illumination and for
the operation of appliances and machines used in the service sec-
tor, one can also expect that higher electricity costs would lead to
the taking of extra energy-saving measures. During the last dec-
ade, household appliances such as refrigerators, freezers and
dishwashers have been designed to use less and less electricity.
And as old appliances are replaced by new ones, this would re-
duce electricity consumption regardless of the price of electricity.

However, the effect of a price rise to about SEK 0.70 per kWh,
which is expected for household electricity, would no doubt be
quite limited. Only in exceptional cases would this price rise jus-
tify replacing an electrical appliance that is functioning properly
with a new one that uses less energy. For a refrigerator, for exam-
ple, such a price rise would entail an increase in operating costs
of about SEK 100 per year. This would hardly induce people to
purchase a new refrigerator for several thousand Swedish crowns
(SEK) if the old one is performing satisfactorily. Neither can one
expect that the companies that manufacture household appliances
would, to any great extent, design and manufacture appliances
that use less electrical energy just because the price of electricity
in Sweden rises. The appliance market is highly internationalized
and the electricity prices in many other countries are already
much higher than in Sweden

Electricity consumption within the households/services sector,
not including electric heating would, in 1997. be lower if nuclear
power is phased out during a 10-year period than if nuclear power
is retained until 2010. This is because the price rise would occur
earlier. The Administration expects that electricity consumption
would be about 4 TWh per year lower than for the reference alter-
native.

Changing industrial production patterns

The third way to reduce the consumption of electric power - in
addition to replacing electric power with some other type of pow-
er and saving electrical energy - is to transfer production from
electricity-intensive branches of industry to branches that require
less electricity. The former include ferro-alloy mills (chromium,
vanadium and other metals used in stcelmaking), chlorine-alkali
plants (products used in papcrmaking) and aluminium mills. The
steel and paper industries belong to an intermediate category,
while the mechanical engineering1 industry is by far the largest of
the branches of industry that use very little electricity. The clcc-
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tricity-intensive branches account for 60Cr of all of the electric
power consumed by Swedish industry (almost 30 TWh per year),
but their production represents only 20rf of the value of all indus-
trial products.

Transferring production to branches of industry that require
less electricity could thus, in principle, reduce the consumption of
electric power.

As mentioned previously, the growth in Sweden of the electric-
ity-intensive branches of industry has resulted from the fact that
electricity prices in Sweden have been low for many years, viewed
from an international perspective. One might ask how competi-
tive this type of production would be if the cost of producing elec-
tric power rises due to the fact that we are forced to build new
power plants to meet the need for electric power. If we limit our-
selves to the purely economic aspects of the situation and ignore
the employment problems and changeover problems that can
arise, it becomes evident that production in a large part of the
most electricity-intensive branches of industry would become un-
profitable. This applies, for example to the ferro-alloy, chlorine-
alkali and aluminium industries. If prices rise to the level predict-
ed by the Administration for a phase-out of nuclear power by
1997. a large portion of the companies in these branches would be
forced to close down if they are not given special economic protec-
tion.

For the steel industry and the pulp and paper industry, the ef-
fects would be less severe, but profitability would nonetheless de-
cline and production within both of these industries would be
shifted over to products that require less electric power.

If one were to permit the higher cost of producing electric pow-
er (resulting from a phase-out of nuclear power within a 10-year
period) to be fully reflected in the price of electric power, the
most vulnerable of these companies would be forced to either
close down altogether or convert their production. The closing
down of such companies would then reduce the amount of electric
power needed in Sweden by about 5 TWh. This figure also gives
due consideration to the effects of shifting production within the
most electricity-intensive branches over to products that require
less electric power.

In the long term, this situation wouk arise even if nuclear pow-
er is phased out by the year 2010. However, the sooner we phase
out nuclear energy, the sooner these changes will occur.



Demand for electric power - a summary

If nuclear power is not phased out until 2010. present elec-
tricity production capacity will probably suffice to meet demands
during the next 10-year period. We can use a part of the existing
oil-based power plants to handle a certain increase in demand.
Rising production costs would justify increasing the production
price of electricity by about SEK OH) to SEK 0.18 per kWh by
1997.

If nuclear power were to be phased out within 10 years (by
1997) and replaced in part with new power plants, the cost of pro-
ducing electricity would rise sharply. This would justify raising the
production price of electricity by about SEK 0.25 per kWh.

If nuclear power is phased out within the next 10 years, the
economic conditions that govern the way electrical energy is used
would thus undergo sweeping changes. This would apply to the
Swedish economy as a whole and also to individual households
and companies if we permit the rising cost of producing electric
power to be reflected in the consumer price.

The most serious effects would probably be felt with regard to
electric heating and in electricity-intensive branches of industry.
A large part of today's electrically heated buildings and houses
would have to change over to some other type of heating such as
oil. solid fuels or district heating systems.

Many of the most electricity-intensive companies would be-
come much less competitive after the phase-out than they are to-
day - if they decide to keep their production facilities running.

The higher cost of producing electricity would also serve as an
incentive for households and companies to save more electrical
energy, and this would reduce to some extent the amount of elec-
tricity being consumed. The amount of this saving is difficult to
foresee.

The following table presents the conclusions of the Adminis-
tration with regard to the consumption of electric power. The
table shows the present situation and also what would happen
with and without a phase-out of nuclear power by 1997. The right-
most column shows our estimate of electric power consumption
in 2010.
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Summary of electricity consumption in TWh per year

Industry
Transportation
Households/services

of which elct heat
District heating
Line losses etc.

Total consumption

Estimate range

1985

47
3

64
(26)

6
11

131

1997
With
nuclear
power

56
3

65
(25)

3
12

138

130-145

Without
nuclear
power

45
3

49
(13)

2
10

110

100-120

2010

54
3

52
(14)

1
10

121

105-135

The drop in the consumption of electric power that would oc-
cur if nuclear power is phased out within a 10-year period can be
roughly allocated to the different categories as follows (as com-
pared with what would happen for the reference alternative):

Differences in the consumption of electricity relative to the reference
alternative (TWh per year)

Electric heating
Replaced with fuel or distr heating
Saving of electricity

Household and operation electricity
Replacement

Saving of electricity

Industry
Replacement with other energy
Saving of electricity
Company close-downs or new production

The Administration's evaluation of the situation thus indicates
that the production of electric power should be dimensioned for
an annual consumption of 100-120 TWh if nuclear power is
phased-out by 1997, on condition that the drop in consumption
set forth above takes place.

The estimates made here are very rough, and there are many
external factors that can influence electric power demand trends.

One serious source of uncertainty involves the extent to which
those owning electrically heated houses and buildings would con-
vert to some other type of heating. As mentioned previously, it is
possible that a number of home owners would prefer to keep their
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electric heating systems even if. from a purely economic point of
view, it would be less expensive to change to some other type of
heating.

Another source of uncertainty is. of course, the growth in
Sweden's economy. If the growth rate is lower than assumed by
the Administration, there may be less demand for electric power.
But if the growth rate is higher, there would be more demand for
electricity. This difference can be on the order of magnitude of
+/- li)rr. i.e. 5 TWh per year for industry.

Oil prices are also quite important. A low oil price would be
an incentive to convert from electric heating to oil-fired heating
systems, thereby lowering electricity consumption.

To further emphasize the uncertainties inherent in these types
of evaluations, one might mention the electricity consumption
predictions made in the early 1970s which turned out to be far too
high because of the lower-than-expected rate of economic
growth. Moreover, the electricity consumption trend during re-
cent years, which rose annually by 10 TWh, was also surprising.

4.3 Instead of nuclear power -
some examples

Several examples showing how electric power producing facili-
ties can he expanded by 1997 (if the phase-out of nuclear power
is completed by that time) arc presented here. These examples
are based on an annual electricity consumption of 100-120 TWh
by 1997.

Example - combined power and healing, coal-based power

If the predicted fuel price trends hold true in the future, a com-
bination of coal-based power and heating plants and condensing
plants would be the least expensive way of replacing production
when nuclear power is phased out, if one restriction is imposed:
no expansion of hydropower beyond that included in presently
applicable plans.

This example would include the following production
svstems:
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Type of power

Hydropower
Nuclear power
Coal-based condensing
Oil-based condensing
Back-pressure
Imported

Total

Marginal cost of production
in SEK per kWh

Annual

1986

63
61

0
1
6

131

0.10

production in TWh

1997
Without
nuclear
power

66
0

24
4

14
2

110

0.34

With
nuclear
power

64
64
0
1
9

138

0.18

Price of electricity for different types of consumers
in sek per kWh
Households 0.46 0.70 0.52
Electric heating 0.37 0.61 0.43
Average-sized factories 0.22 0.46 0.29

The marginal cost of producing electric power calculated as a
year-long average is included above. This is of interest since it
shows what it would cost to produce the "last" kilowatt-hour.

The table also shows how high the consumer price of electricity
would be if it is based on marginal costs.

Fuel and other primary energy totals are tabulated below:

Coal
Indigenous fuels
Oil
Natural gas
Hydropower**
Nuclear power**
Waste heat,
imported electricity etc.

Total

1985

35
62

214
1

71
61

1

445

With
nuclear
power

44
72

187
7*

65
67

6

448

1997

Without
nuclear
power

110
78

204
7

67
0
8

475

* The figure given for natural gas refers to Sydgas I. Sydgas II and Väst-
gas
** Measured as gross electricity



The fact that precipitation in Sweden was heavy during 1985
explains why the hydropower figure was high for that year.

Example — lower or higher electricity consumption

If the cost predictions for different types of new power pro-
duction facilities hold true and if the hydropower restriction is im-
posed, one can say that coal-based condensing plants would serve
as an "accordion" if electricity consumption is lower or higher
than what was assumed in the example. If electricity consumption
were to drop beneath about 90 TWh by 1997, the building of re-
placement power plants could be limited to hydropower and com-
bined power and heating plants. The marginal cost of electricity
production and thus the price level would be relatively little affec-
ted by variations in the electricity consumption level, since the
cost of new power production facilities would be determined,
within a wide range, by the cost of condensing power production
facilities

Example - more hydropower

As mentioned previously, it is technically possible to provide
additional hydropower by developing the rivers that are now pro-
tected. However, the amount of additional power obtained by
1997 would be rjuite small, about 3 TWh. Significant additions to
Sweden's power supply would not become available until after the
year 2000. If, nonetheless, plans are made to expand hydropower
by 1997, the additional 3 TWh made available would permit a cor-
responding reduction of coal-based condensing power. The annu-
al cost of electric power production would thus drop by about
SEK 500 million. On the other hand, the marginal cost of elec-
tricity production and thus its price would not change due to the
fact that new condensing power production facilities would still
determine the marginal cost.

Example - peat

It is also conceivable that a certain amount of nuclear power
could be replaced by peat-based power production. If one expects
that peat-based power would provide one additional TWh. the an-
nual cost of power production would be about SEK 200 million
higher than in the first example. To make the building of peat-
based power production facilities profitable would, however, re-
quire a much higher production price of electricity than the SEK
0.35 per kWh which served as the point of departure for estimat-
ing the electricity consumption trend.



4.4 Environmental trade-offs
In the following we discuss some of the trade-offs of the effects

that nuclear phase-out would have on the environment.

Cost!environment trade-off

As mentioned previously, it is possible within the scope of the
overall energy system, to take measures that would keep the total
emission of pollutants on virtually the same level regardless of
whether or not nuclear power is phased out within 10 years. By
using more sophisticated techniques or fuel of different grades, it
would still be possible to make large reductions in the amounts
of pollutants emitted. However, it must be remembered that this
would entail a corresponding rise in the cost of supplying energy.

The least expensive way to reduce sulphur emissions is to use
low-sulphur oil. With regard to light fuel oil. sufficient refining
capacity exists both in western Europe and in Sweden to lower
the maximum permissible Swedish sulphur content from O.39f to
0.2?i or even down to 0.15%. Here, a change in Swedish law can
be co-ordinated with expected changes in the regulations imposed
by the EC.

The additional costs thus entailed would probably amount to a
couple of percent of the import price. or about SEK 13 (HK) per ton
of sulphur. A rough indication of the cost of lowering the sulphur
content of heavy fuel oil can be obtained from the prices quoted
on the east coast of the United States for heavy fuel oil having
sulphur contents of 0.5% and 0.39r. Compared with 1.09r oil.
0.5c/c oil costs about 10 dollars more (average for 1985). This
amounts to about SEK 15 000 per reduced ton of sulphur. This
means that for an annual additional cost of about SEK 400 milli-
on, it would be possible to reduce sulphur emission by more than
25 000 tons per year.

Energy-supplyl environment trade-off

Effects on the environment and on health must be considered
when evaluating the different energy-supply alternatives (electri-
cal energy forms of energy). This trade-off forces us to decide
whether or not we are prepared to increase the cost of energy to
avoid damaging the environment and to reduce health risks. How-
ever, with regard to this trade-off it may be of interest, as set forth
above, to consider the possibilities of reducing pollutant emis-
sions throughout the entire energy system.

By way of example, let us consider building peat-based electric
power plants that would produce 2 TWh per year in order to avoid
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a corresponding amount of coal-based electric power production.
The additional cost of using peat would be about SEK 400 million
per year. One might then ask whether this SEK 400 million per
year would be of more benefit to the environment if it were used
directly to reduce the emission of pollutants from the entire en-
ergy system.

If we limit our consideration to sulphur emissions and. for the
sake of simplicity, assume that peat contains no sulphur at all, the
annual sulphur emission would be about 100 tons less when pro-
ducing 2 TWh per year from peat than when producing a corre-
sponding amount of electric power from coal. If, instead. SEK
400 million per year were spent on using low-sulphur oil, the sul-
phur emission, as set forth above, would be reduced by 25 000
tons. i.e. the reduction would be about 200 times as great. This
latitr arrangement thus provides a far more effective way of re-
ducing sulphur emission.

In this case the comparison is quite simple due to the fact that
peat and coal are very similar with regard to emissions except for
sulphur. Such a comparison would be more complicated for other
fuels. However, this example shows that cost differences can be
the determining factor when making an environmentally-based
selection between the different alternatives.

Energy-saving! environment trade-off

One can analyze the trade-off between energy-saving and the
environment in a similar manner. With regard to the environment
and health, is it more cost-effective to invest resources to save en-
ergy or is it better to take other measures of the type that have
been discussed previously. As an example, let's consider insulat-
ing dwellings or reducing the amount of heat needed in some oth-
er way. According the source material available to the Adminis-
tration, it would - for an extra annual cost of SEK 400 million -
be possible to reduce electric heating consumption by 0.1 TWh
per year relative to the optimal level at the electricity prices that
are expected to prevail, if nuclear power is phased out by 1997. If
one assumes that this amount of electrical energy would have to
be produced in a new power plant, it would correspond to an an-
nual emission of slightly less than 40 tons of sulphur and more
than 40 tons of nitrogen oxides.

Here too. it is obvious that one can reduce the emission of acid-
ic substances in a way that is many times more effective by invest-
ing the SKK 4(K) million per year in direct measures such as using
low-sulphur oil.

However, the energy-saving/cnvironment trade-off is more
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complicated than the energy-supply/environment trade-off.
When fuels are burned, a number of different pollutants are emit-
ted, while saving eliminates burning altogether. Consequently,
one must evaluate the total emission of pollutants that results
from burning fuels. Saving can also entail a certain risk of negative
effects on health in dwellings and also in people's working en-
vironments.

4.5 Means of control
Phasing out nuclear power by 1997 would require a sweeping

changeover on short notice by both the consumers and producers
of electric power. Consumers would have to reduce their con-
sumption of electric power, and producers would have to build
new power plants and take nuclear reactors out of operation.

What would the government have to do to induce people to
implement this phase-out. For the utility companies, a law that
forbids operation of nuclear power reactors after a specified date
should suffice. It would be possible to take a few reactors out of
operation in the very near future by utilizing existing available ca-
pacity, most of which consists of oil-condensing plants. There-
after, it would be necessary to slow down the phase-out and take
reactors out of operation only as new power plants are built to
replace them. Generally speaking, a law calling for phase-out by
1997 could thus be formulated in such a way as to require that a
few specific reactors be taken out of operation at the beginning of
the period and the rest by the end of the period. The decommis-
sioning of these latter reactors could be linked to the commission-
ing of new power plants.

Discussions presented further on in this report show that, in
connection with a decision to phase out nuclear power within a
10-year period, it might be necessary to immediately raise the pri-
ce of electrical energy in order to ensure rapid changeover of pri-
marily electrically heated houses and buildings, the electricity-in-
tensive branches of industry, etc. and to provide a general incen-
tive for saving electrical energy. If a law were passed forcing a
few reactors to be phased out immediately, the utility companies
would have to raise their prices since they would then have to use
more expensive electricity production facilities.

Another way to increase the price would be to provide a size-
able increase in the general tax on electricity. However, as ex-
plained in section 6, such a tax would make the phase-out more
expensive.

From the point of view of the government and with regard to
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purely technical control considerations, it would be relatively un-
complicated under all conditions to induce the utility companies
to implement the necessary changeover when nuclear power is
phased out. The complications would rather be found on the con-
sumer side. Here, there would be millions of households and com-
panies whose response would be very difficult to foresee and con-
trol in detail.

Normally, when there is a shortage of a product such as electri-
cal energy, in this case when nuclear power is phased out, in our
type of economy, the price of the product rises. This has a dual
effect: consumers have an incentive to consume less of the prod-
uct and producers have an incentive to produce more.

The two oil price shocks of the 1970s provided us with a striking
picture of what c-in happen when the price of energy is increased
and of how the government, in this case, intervened. As a result
of these price rises, oil consumption was markedly reduced - one
reason being that oil-fired heating systems were replaced with
electric heating systems. The evaluations that were made indicate
quite clearly that the price rises were what caused this change.

The government permitted increases in oil prices on the inter-
national market to be reflected immediately in the Swedish oil pri-
ce level. The government also provided a number of economic
incentives by giving economic assistance to those who wished to
invest in energy-saving measures and also those who wished to in-
vest in replacing oil with some other source of energy. This latter
type of active intervention was important primarily because it en-
couraged oil consumers to think that it was in their own interest
to reduce oil consumption. However, in order for governmental
intervention to have any effect, it had to be, as in this case, based
on a high oil price which itself provided an economic incentive for
oil consumers to diminish the amounts of oil they were using.

If nuclear power were to be phased out by 1997, one vital factor
that would have to be planned for would be the amount of re-
placement power facilities that are to be built. The first years of
the phase-out period would have to be devoted to different types
of planning. The decision to build several new power plants would
have to be made immediately, but no final decision regarding the
need for expanding power producing resources would have to be
taken before the middle of the period. It would thus be possible
during a few years at the beginning of the period to try out differ-
ent methods of controlling the changeover from electric power
consumption and evaluate their effects. Previous experience with
long-term forecasts shows that they often turn out to be wrong.
One of the reasons for this is that economic trends often take un-
expected turns. In addition to uncertainty about economic trends,
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there is in the present situation an uncertainty about the extent to
which electricity consumption would drop if the price of elec-
tricity rises. As emphasized previously, the estimates of how great
the reduction in electric heating would be are very uncertain.

For the 10-year phase-out alternative, the Administration has
assumed that the price of electricity would be allowed to rise shar-
ply and as soon as possible in order to provide an incentive for
effective adaptive measures. Thereafter, the government may
perhaps be forced to intervene in order to control trends on the
electricity market.

Regardless of what conditions prevail, the planning of the fu-
ture power supply system must be flexible, and it must be adapted
successively to current evaluations.

Since a phase-out of nuclear power would lead to an increase in
the amounts of oil, coal and other fuels, there is reason to consider
more stringent restrictions on the amount of air pollutants emitted
if nuclear power is phased out by 1997. For coal burning facilities,
the sulphur emission limits could be set to O.O3-O.O5 grams per
megajoule of fuel and the nitrogen oxide emission limits could be
set to 0.05-0.1 grams per megajoule of fuel. These values were
used as the basis for calculating the production costs of electricity.

For oil, calculations were based on the presently applicable li-
mit values which are 1% for sulphur in heavy fuel oil and 0.3%
for sulphur in light fuel oil. However, the results of a recently
completed study of the cost of using low-sulphur oil conducted by
the Swedish National Energy Administration show that there are
good possibilities of limiting the rise in total sulphur emissions
which would result from additional burning of coal and oil by low-
ering these limit values. It would thus be possible to limit sulphur
emission to the same level as that which could be achieved for the
reference alternative (phase-out by 2010). However the phase-
out costs would be somewhat higher.

The Administration thus believes that a law specifying the lat-
est date on which each individual nuclear power reactor must be
taken out of operation would be sufficient to provide the necess-
ary changeover in power production by 1997.

On the environmental side, the government should sharpen
the now applicable requirements in order to limit the increase in
pollutants emitted from burning fuel which would otherwise take
place when nuclear power is phased out. With regard to electricity
consumption, an immediate change in price to a level that corre-
sponds to the production costs in new power plants would be the
most effective means of controlling the market in such a way as to
ensure the necessary changeover.

If necessary, the aforesaid means could be supplemented with
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other measures taken by the government. For example, the
government could pass laws that would limit possibilities of using
electrical energy.

One type of intervention that is technically quite simple would
be to require legal reviews prior to the construction of new indus-
trial facilities that are very electricity-intensive - such as steel
mills, ferrochrome mills and also pulp and paper mills. However,
such a means of control is limited in the short term due to the fact
that it can only influence new construction. It would have no ef-
fect on existing facilities. This means that reviews conducted prior
to granting permits would probably have very little effect over a
period of 10 years.

Similarly, the government might forbid any new installation of
electric heating. But here too. the effect across a period of 10 years
would be very limited, one of the reasons being that extensive addi-
tional installation of electric heati. g is not expected to take place du-
ring the next 10 years.

Laws having retroactive effect passed by the government to
force companies and households to take measures that would save
electrical energy or convert from electricity to some other form of
energy are virtually impossible to pass because of legal impli-
cations.

Another possible way that the government could intervene
would be to give economic assistance to those who invest in meas-
ures that would save electricity and companies and households
that change from electrical energy to fuel. This type of inter-
vention would correspond to the energy-saving and oil-replace-
ment programme that was implemented during the 1970» and ear-
ly 1980s. Governmental information and advice could also be is-
sued in an attempt to persuade consumers to reduce the mount of
electricity they are using.

A nuclear power phase-out would also affect income distri-
bution patterns. A large part of Sweden's house owners who ur-e
electric heating would suffer an economic setback. This would
also apply for the owners of electricity-intensive companies and
their employees. Governmental economic compensation or some
other form of governmental compensation to these groups and
other groups that will be affected by the phase-out might be advis-
able.

The most electricity-intensive branches of industry would pose
a special problem, since most of their production would become
unprofitable at higher electric power prices due to the fact that it
would be impossible for them to raise production prices to obtain
compensation. The extent to which these branches of industry
should be protected and the means used to provide this protection
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are questions that must be given close attention in connection
with any decision to phase out nuclear power within a 10-year per-
iod. These potentially unprofitable branches of industry consume
a total of about 5 TWh per year. If they are to be protected, either
a corresponding amount of electric power must be taken away
from other consumers or new electric power production facilities
must be built. The government has a number of different ways of
mitigating these effects. One would be to subsidize electrical en-
ergy for the branches of industry in question. Another would be
to give the affected companies direct production grants, regard-
less of how much electricity they consume. This latter method
would be better since it would not provide any incentive for need-
lessly high electricity consumption.

4.6 Different changeover options
At the beginning of section 4, a number of alternative ways of

implementing the changeovers made necessary by the phasing out
of nuclear power were presented. One option - the one which the
Administration selected in its study - would comprise cost- effec-
tive distribution of the changeover burden among industry, the
households/services sector and electricity producers. Another
alternative would be to exempt industry or all electricity con-
sumers from rises in electricity prices. However, these alterna-
tives would increase the cost of the phase-out.

These alternatives and the ways in which they are related to
each other are discussed briefly below. The information present-
ed in this section is somewhat limited because alternatives 2 and
3 were not studied in detail.

Alternative 1: Cost-effective distribution of the changeover bur-
den among industry, the households/services sector and electricity
producers

As mentioned previously, the Administration has based its
evaluations of electricity consumption and the need for replace-
ment power (for a phase-out within 10 years) on a weighted distri-
bution of the changeover burden among electricity consumers on
the one hand and electricity producers on the other. The weight-
ing procedure is based on keeping the total cost of the phase-out
as low as possible within the scope of the specified environmental
requirements.

Calculation results show that, for a phase-out within 10 years,
electricity consumption would be about 110 TWh per year at the
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end of the period, as compared with 140 TWh if the nuclear power
plants continue to operate.

On the consumer side, this would mean that a large part of the
changeover would take place in two areas: electricity-intensive
branches of industry and electric heating. One measure of the ex-
tent of the changeover consists of the amount of investment re-
quired. Reducing electric heating by the 12 TWh set forth previously,
would require an extra investment of roughly SEK 20 billion during
the 10-year period. Within Swedish industry, the price rise would
make it necessary for some companies to go out of business.

On the production side, the cost involved would amount to
what is needed to build enough replacement power plants to prod-
uce a total of somewhat more than 30 TWh per year. The invest-
ment cost for the above would be about SEK 40 billion during the
phase-out period.

The principal means of achieving this changeover on the con-
sumer side would be to increase electricity prices to a level that
corresponds to the cost of new electricity production facilities, i.e.
about SEK 0.35 per kWh (calculated as the production price of
electricity).

The cost of the phase-out set forth in section 6 is based on this
alternative. It is also evident from the section on the national
economy that there may be justification for facilitating, via econo-
mic political measures, the changeover to higher electricity prices
and mitigating the effects of the changeover.

Alternative 2: Exempting industry from electricity price rises

If one docs not wish industry to be affected directly by an early
phase-out of nuclear power, it would be possible to prevent the
increase in electricity production costs that result from the phase-
out from being reflected in industry's electricity prices.

However there are a number of questions that must be con-
sidered if industry is to be given preferential treatment of this
type. How long should this protection continue? Sooner or later
it is inevitable that the industrial structure and the orientation of
product mix in Sweden would have to adjust to the actual cost of
electricity production. How could such a transition be managed,
and in what time frame.

If support were given to industry by keeping its electricity
prices low, problems would arise because Swedish industry would
have insufficient incentive to conserve energy. There is risk that
the government would be helping to preserve an inappropriate in-
dustrial structure. To avoid needlessly increasing the cost of a
phase-out scenario in which industry is protected, one should thus
use methods other than subsidizing electrical energy.
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Alternative 3: No rise in the price of electricity

One can also conceive of a scenario in which there would be
no general rise in the price of electric power, although here the
government would have to grant subsidies to the utility compan-
ies.

The problems that would arise if this alternative were adopted
would be the same as those encountered when industry is protect-
ed, although they would be even more vexing here. The govern-
ment would be preserving an inappropriate industrial structure
and also preserving far too much electric heating. The adaptation
to higher electricity production costs, which would be inevitable
in the long run, would simply be postponed, and when a change-
over finally took place it would be more difficult since we would
have to drop down from a higher level of electricity consumption
than that prevailing today.

Alternative 4: No construction of replacement power facilities

A fourth alternative that can be implemented in order to dis-
tribute the changeover burden among different sectors is to pass
the entire burden of adaptation along to the consumer side by re-
ducing electricity consumption so much that it would be unnecess-
ary to replace the nuclear power plants with new electricity pro-
duction facilities. This would require that electricity consumption
drop from today's level of 130 TWh to about 90 TWh per year
within the 10-year period

It has not been possible for us to carry out detailed calculations
that would show how the burden would be distributed among dif-
ferent types of consumers. However, using the available material,
it is possible to say that the drop in consumption would have seri-
ous effects on electric heating and the electricity-intensive
branches of industry. One can also get some idea of how elec-
tricity consumption would lie configured by observing what is
happening in other industrialized countries where electricity con-
sumption relative to the gross national product corresponds to 90
TWh per year. On the average, one can say that this level is not an
unusual one. This comparison also indicates that the reductions
would primarily affect electric heating and electricity-intensive
branches of industry.

This would mean that a large part of electric heating would be
replaced with some other type of heating. Cutbacks in the elec-
tricity-intensive branches of industry would be even greater than
if one permits replacement power facilities to be built.

The following is a rough estimate of how the available electri-
cal energy would be distributed in a situation like the one de-
scribed above:
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Electricity usage in 1997 within the scope of 90 TWh

Industry
Transportation
Households/services

of which electric heating
district heating

Line losses etc.

40
3

36
3
1
9

Total 90

The cost of phasing out nuclear power within a 10-year period
in this alternative would definitely be considerably higher than
under the first alternative. The large extra cost items would be
replacement of additional electric heating and earlier replace-
ment of capital within industry.

To bring down electricity consumption to a level of 90 TWh per
year, electricity prices would have to be raised even more than for
the first alternative. This would require either a very high tax on
electricity (as compared with today's) or the imposition of a ban
on the construction of new power plants. Otherwise, it would be
profitable for utility companies to build new power plants since
the willingness to pay for electrical energy would exceed the costs
of new electricity production facilities.



5 PLANNED PHASE-OUT -
1987-2005

The overall conclusion to be drawn from what was set forth in the
previous section is that it would be possible to phase out all nu-
clear power plants throughout a 10-year period. Although the cost
would be high, the phase-out would not entail the far- reaching
consequences for our society and our economy that would be as-
sociated with an immediate total phase-out.

Starting time is important

However, our options would be very limited, particularly with
regard to choosing the best technique for new electric power pro-
duction. The most cost-effective technique that one can decide to
select today is conventional coal-based electricity production.

As set forth in the earlier description, we are now in a period
of international transition. Oil price rises and the increasing
awareness of the importance of keeping our environment clean
have resulted in the undertaking of extensive developmental pro-
jects intended to create effective techniques that can be used to
produce electricity. Part of our perceptions of the advantages and
disadvantages of the different types of fuels that can be used to
produce electricity have changed. And, viewed from an inter-
national perspective, the Chernobyl accident may well have
strengthened this trend.

The phasing out of nuclear power within 10 years would force
us to build, within a short period, a sophisticated system based
mostly on today's techniques. As a result, we would be committed
to this system for a number of decades.

Consequently, the year in which the phase-out is completed is
not the determining factor here. Instead it is the starting date. i.e.
the date on which a decision is made as to which technique would
be adopted as a replacement for nuclear power. With regard to.
for example, natural-gas-based electricity production, we cannot
decide to start building until at least 19S8 when negotiations with
prospective suppliers have been completed. However, if an
affirmative decision is made at that time, it is possible that a gas-



based power plant can be commissioned in 1995.
Even with regard to the use of electricity there is risk that a

phase-out within 10 years would force us to take temporary
changeover measures which, in the long term, would be disadvan-
tageous.

To illustrate the possibilities that would open up if phase-out is
scheduled a bit into the first decade of the next century, the fol-
lowing paragraphs will outline what would happen if phase-out
planning and implementation extend from 1987 through 2005.
Here, the basic idea is to devote the next few years to active plan-
ning for the changeover of electricity usage patterns and to plan
alternatives to nuclear power. Then, the reactors can be decom-
missioned at as rapid a pace as possible so that the last reactor
would be taken out of operation no later than 2005.

5.1 Electricity demand
If nuclear power were to be phased out by 1997, production in

some of the most electricity-intensive branches of industry would
become unprofitable and, if they are not protected, would lead to
a situation in which mills and factories would have to be closed
within a few years. If we advance the phasing out of nuclear power
further into the future, the price of changeover would become
lower, due to the fact that factories in these electricity-intensive
industries would be modernized or closed as time goes by. By
2005, this would have taken place at a large portion of the factor-
ies in these branches of industry.

Generally speaking, the trend within industry as a whole is to-
ward an ever-smaller percentage of electricity-intensive branches,
and this trend will prevail even if the relative price of electricity
remains unchanged. This means that the cost of industrial change-
over attributable to an increase in the price of electricity would
become lower and lower as the nuclear power phase-out is ad-
vanced further and further into the future.

Industry would have longer to complete the changeover, and
electricity usage would also b: more efficient by 2005 than by
1997.

If nuclear power were phased out within the next 10-year per-
iod, a large part of today's electric heating systems would have to
be scrapped prematurely and within a short period so that they
could be replaced with other systems. The longer the phase-out is
delayed, the greater would be the percentage of heating systems
that would have aged sufficiently to justify replacement. By 2005,
electric heating in Sweden may have diminished by several ad-



ditional TWh. compared with the estimate of 13 TWh mentioned
previously in connection with a phase-out by 1997.

5.2 New alternatives to nuclear
power

With regard to the production of electric power, the phasing
out of nuclear power within the next 10 years would mean that
our opportunities to select a suitable technique would be limited
largely to conventional coal-based condensing plants, since this is
the only technique that is sufficiently well-tested and competitive
to be considered, if a decision has to be made immediately to
build new power plants to replace phased-out nuclear power while
simultaneously avoiding a return to oil dependence in Sweden.

Broader options available in the future

As set forth in section 2, more and more options would become
available for replacing nuclear power over time. With regard to
hydropower. additional opportunities to implement major pro-
jects would also open up. With regard to district heating systems,
a number of legal technicalities affecting central hot water plants
and heat pump facilities are now preventing the utilization of a
certain amount of potential for combined power and heating
capacity. However, in 15-20 years, i.e. several years past the turn
of the century, many of these plants would have reached an age
at which they would have to be rebuilt. Consequently there would
be good economic possibilities of taking advantage of this poten-
tial combined power and heating capacity. A technique that will
permit the use of small-scale combined power and heating facili-
ties is also being developed, and this may make it possible to
broaden the combined power and heating base to include small
heating systems.

Other techniques that are being developed include new tech-
niques for burning coal that can reduce the emission of air pol-
lutants to values far lower than those achievable with the tech-
nique available today. Moreover, demonstrations of coal gasifi-
cation techniques arc being conducted, and by the early 1990s
they can provide us with sufficient source material to justify
affirmative decisions regarding the building of production facili-
ties that can be used on a regular basis.

Wind power techniques are also being developed to bring
down costs. Presently available designs are too expensive to be
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considered for use in facilities that produce sizeable amounts of
electric power.

With regard to natural gas. studies still have to be made and
negotiations with prospective suppliers must be completed before
we can ascertain the conditions that would determine whether
natural-gas-based power production would be feasible. There is
reason to believe that Sweden will be able to resolve these ques-
tions before 1990.

Summarizing, one can thus say that quite a number of new
opportunities will be opening up to provide alternative types of
electricity production during the next 5 years. This means that
freedom to make a wise selection will probably be enhanced if we
can wait until the early 1990s to decide what sort of technique to
choose for new power production facilities. And this, in turn, will
require that the nuclear power phase-out take place no earlier
than a bit past the turn of the century.

Swedish suppliers for building new power plants

If nuclear power were phased out by 1997. large investments
would have to be made relatively quickly in - among other things
- new power production facilities. This means that many of the
utility companies would probably select foreign suppliers for two
reasons: Swedish industry do not have sufficient capacity to im-
plement a speeded-up power plant building programme and
neither do essential parts of Swedish industry have the technical
know-how needed to build large-scale coal-based power pro-
duction facilities.

If the phasing out of nuclear power is advanced further into the
future. Swedish industry would have a better chance to develop
the needed technical know-how and build up its capacity. Swedish
industry would also have better opportunities to establish simul-
taneously on foreign markets while working on domestic power
plants. It is highly probable that the Chernobyl accident will result
in a shift from nuclear power to coal-based power as the industri-
alized countries build new electricity production facilities.
Swedish industry's opportunities to exploit this expanding market
depend on how the Swedish phase-out and replacement pro-
duction are planned.



5.3 Developments prior to the
phase-out

What will have to be done to prepare for a phase-out that
would take place in the early part of the next century in order to
take full advantage of the available option ?

Policy measures

Dissemination of information indicating that electricity prices
will rise in the future is one way to influence the decisions made
by electricity consumers who are in the process of deciding (for
example) to install a new heating system.

As mentioned previously, one basic prerequisite for slowing
the rate at which the demand for electricity is rising is to increase
electricity prices at the same pace as the utility companies im-
plement more expensive electricity production facilities. The pre-
sent system, which requires a legal review of all increases in the
price of electricity, may discourage utility companies from adapt-
ing their electricity prices to the rise in marginal costs. Today
these reviews are based on the premise that price rises must not
exceed the total rise in the utility company's costs. However,
when considered vis-å-vis the total number of kilowatt-hours, this
rise in costs is very small, even when there is a substantial rise in
the cost of producing the last kilowatt-hour, due to the fact that
the lion's share of production is still provided by inexpensive
hydropower and nuclear power.

To make it possible for the utility companies to adapt prices to
rising marginal costs, it may be advisable for the government to
sanction such a pricing principle.

An increase in electricity prices would make it necessary to re-
view our present electricity tax. Since this is a piece-rate tax (SEK
0.072 per consumed kWh for households and S£K 0.05 for indus-
try) rather than a value-based tax. it will be lower than the value-
added tax rate when the price of electricity rises. If prices are bas-
ed on marginal costs, the utility companies will also generate size-
able surpluses when the marginal cost rises.

Considerable thought should be given to clarifying just how re-
sponsibilities arc to be divided among the government, the utility
companies, the municipalities and industry when nuclear power is
phased out.

Industry

Two governmental control procedures that encourage excess-
ive electricity consumption arc a) exemption from tax in



situations where electric power is considered a raw material and
b) the so-called l.SSr rule. Under the l.5rr rule, no company
needs to pay more in energy tax than an amount that corresponds
to 1.59c of the company's annual sales. This means that the pre-
sent electricity tax does not exert any control over the amounts of
electricity consumed by the most electricity-intensive branches of
industry. The electricity consumed by these branches of industry
is thus being indirectly subsidized. It would be possible to change
this tax relief system in such a way as io retain the controlling ef-
fect of an electricity tax without infecting the total subsidies being
provided for the companies in question.

A law that regulates the establishment or expansion of com-
panies in the electricity-intensive branches of industry >ould
guarantee that no new electricity-intensive production facilities
would be permitted without first undergoing a governmental re-
view. As mentioned above, one can expect that most of the pro-
duction facilities in the most electricity-intensive branches of in-
dustry will, during the next 15-20 years, undergo major reno-
vations so that operations can continue. This means that the
government would have an opportunity to take a firm stand re-
garding continued production for most of the companies in these
branches of industry by the year 2005.

One might also consider special governmental support for a
changeover to types of industrial production that require less elec-
tricity. Moreover, other industrial-political measures may be jus-
tified along with governmental support for the development of
techniques that would use electricity more efficiently.

Housing - services

Here, electric heating is the most important field that must be
considered. An initial step would be to prepare and disseminate
information and advice to users of electric heating regarding the
different options that are available for replacing their heating sys-
tems. Utility companies and the local electricity distributors can
play an important role in making this information and advice
readily available. The municipal agencies that give advice on the
best ways to use energy can also help out here.

The rules governing subsidized loans for rebuilding and repair
may have to be changed and expanded to include detached houses
to make it possible to support conversion from electric heating.
One alternative would be special governmental support for such
conversion.

One could also consider governmental support of the develop-
ment of alternatives to electric heating.
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Building/construction standards may also have to be reviewed.
The filing of energy statements with the government for elec-

trically heated buildings and houses can also be considered.

Electricity production - distribution

At present, an institutional situation prevails which entails risk
that the economic potential of combined power and heating facili-
ties will not be fully realized in the future. One reason for this is
that the municipal heating plants and the utility companies oper-
ate under different sets of economic conditions. Here, the govern-
ment, via the State Power Board, can take the lead and develop
now forms of collaboration between the municipalities and the
utility companies so that we can take full advantage of the unutil-
ized potential of combined power and heating facilities.

It is also possible that the present pricing rules that apply to
electricity supplied by small power producers such as municipal
combined power and heating plants and industrial companies that
have their own back-pressure production facilities tend to prevent
our taking advantage of opportunities to rationalize small-scale
electricity production. This can affect small-scale back-pressure
production, small hydropower plants and wind power plants. The
rules for pricing the electricity supplied from independent elec-
tricity producers may thus have to be reviewed.

Both the Soviet Union (via Finland) and Norway have shown
a certain amount of interest in delivering natural gas to Sweden.
The price levels that are being discussed do not rule out the possi-
bility of using gas to produce electricity in Sweden. If Swedegas
starts to negotiate with natural gas suppliers during the coming
year and a favourable agreement is reached regarding a long-term
contract for gas deliveries, it would be possible during the second
half of the 1990s to have the first gas-based power plant in oper-
ation. It would then be able to replace one of the nuclear power
plants.

By making the national grid more efficient it would, in the long
term, be possible to reduce transmission losses. As we prepare
for the phasing out of nuclear power, it may thus be advisable to
prepare a long-term plan for making the national grid more
efficient. Here too. one can develop techniques capable of reduc-
ing transmission losses, thus reducing to some extent the need for
replacement power.

With regard to research and development, the government can
contribute in a number of ways.

Pilot plants:
• Fuel cells
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• Gas-based engines
• Gas-based combined power and heating plants
• Gasification of solid fuels

Demonstration plants:
• Small combined power and heating plants
• Small hydropower plants
• Medium-sized wind power plants

The large utility companies must assume considerable re-
sponsibility with regard to seeing to it that the many advantages
of the new electricity production techniques are fully realized in
Sweden. It will be necessary to build and evaluate pilot plants and
demonstration plants, and this work must commence as soon as
possible if the new techniques are to be incorporated into
Sweden's power supply facilities by the year 2005. The most im-
portant techniques that would have to be demonstrated include:

Large-scale PFBC
Coal gasification
Coal-based condensing plants with highly reduced sulphur and

nitrogen oxide emissions
Large wind power plants
If one were to start constructing demonstration plants during

the next few years and their performance matched expectations,
it would be possible to make decisions regarding plants to be used
on a regular basis by the early 1990s but not sooner.
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6 EFFECTS ON THE
NATIONAL ECONOMY

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the
economic consequences of phasing out nuclear power in Sweden
faster than currently planned. For the most part, our discussion
will be couched in qualitative terms, i.e. we shall try to explain
the types of consequences that can be expected to arise and the
relationships between them. The term "consequences" as used
here refers to the differences between two cycles of economic ev-
ents: those that would occur (1) for the reference alternative in
which nuclear power would be phased out between the years 2000
and 2010 and (2) for an alternative involving earlier phase-out,
during the next ten years for example. We shall also try to give
some idea of how extensive the different effects would be. How-
ever, it should be pointed out from the outset that such estimates
are of necessity very uncertain.

The Administration has, in the previous sections, presented
evaluations of the direct economic effects of an early phase-out.
In the somewhat simplified summary that follows, we have
divided the consequences into four groups:
a) Investments in the electric power sector to replace a part of the

nuclear power plant production.
b) Investments to save electricity, i.e. measures taken to replace

electricity with other forms of energy or to reduce the total con-
sumption of energy.

c) Increased fuel imports and/or indigenous fuel production for
generating electric power or as a replacement for electric pow-
er (for heating for exampleV

d) Higher electric power prices so that users will be able to make
intelligent trade-offs between the replacement of production
facilities and the saving of electric power when more expensive
types of power must be used.

In this section, our task will be to '.-xplain the consequences of
these direct effects on private consumption, public consumption,
capital formation and foreign trade and also on employment and
the distribution of real income. It should be emphasized that we
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are talking here about a rather narrow interpretation of the term
"economic consequences". Environmental risks and environ-
mental effects are not included here - neither those caused by nu-
clear power nor those encountered when using other types of en-
ergy - even though such effects can have a strong influence on the
economy. However, the costs of complying with more stringent
restrictions on the emission of pollutants have been included.

6.1 Phase-out time and phase-out
cost

If the phasing out of nuclear power is carried out earlier than
planned, it would entail additional costs, which in the final analy-
sis must be paid by households in the form of reduced latitude
for private and public consumption. Cutting short the use of real
capital before its economic life expectancy has expired always en-
tails costs; and the sooner its use is terminated in this case through
the nuclear power phase-out, the higher the cost would be. The
fuel costs, operating costs and maintenance costs associated with
nuclear power should, at least throughout the 1990s, lie consider-
ably beneath the costs of producing electric power by some other
means and also beneath the value of electric power as viewed
from the perspective of the user.

It should be emphasized that the costs of fuel, operations and
maintenance associated with nuclear power (but not including
capital costs) comprise the relevant comparison standard since the
resources spent building the nuclear power plants cannot be reco-
vered if they are phased out. These costs, together with the cost
of scrapping the plant and most of the costs of disposing of the
nuclear tuel must be defrayed regardless of whether the phase-out
takes place as scheduled in the reference alternative or earlier.
Consequently, questions about whether the nuclear building pro-
gramme was overdimensioned - and also questions about whether
or not the nuclear power programme was economically sound -
are only of historic interest with regard to what we are discussing
here. On the other hand, these questions are of interest when it
comes to evaluating the relationships of today's electricity prices
to a long-term normal price level for electric power and thus to
users' adaptation problems (we shall return to this later).

It is quite self-evident that an earlier phase-out completion
date would entail more serious economic consequences. At the
very least, it would increase the number of years during which the
plants are not used. But the relationship between the number of
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years and the magnitude of the consequences/costs is not at all
linear. One reason for this is that nuclear power plants age both
technically and economically. Their costs, including maintenance
costs and the cost of downtime, can be assumed to rise gradually.
This also shrinks margins vis-ä-vis the costs associated with saving
energy and the costs of alternative electricity production. The
foreseeable technical trends work in the same direction, with re-
gard to (for example) the burning of coal and the new energy-sup-
ply alternatives that can become available as time passes.

Costs are also very sensitive to how far in idvance users and
producers of electricity are notified of the phase-out and to the
amount of time available for changeover to the new conditions
that would prevail. In an extreme case (immediate phase-out),
adaptation possibilities are highly limited. On the ^upply side,
they are limited by the capacity available for production in the
power plants now kept in reserve, primarily oil-condensing
plants, plus a certain increase in imports from neighboring coun-
tries. On the user side, the available options consist primarily of
changing over to oil or a solid fuel in systems where the firin£ sys-
tem can be converted, "routine" saving measures such as lower-
ing indoor temperatures, and the closing down of certain highly
electricity-intensive production facilities. Since our national econ-
omy could not change over to lower electricity consumption fast
enough, bottlenecks would be encountered, and they would pre-
vent the available labour force - and capital resources - from be-
ing used properly.

If the adaptation period is longer, costs can be reduced due co
the fact that, among other things, there would be time to build
new production facilities. Here, however, users would be at least
equally dependent on long advance notification times and clearly-
formulated advance information regarding future changes.
Abrupt changes in production techniques and production orien-
tation are expensive. On the other hand, adaptation does not
have to entail especially high costs if it can be carried out at the
same pace as that of the normal replacement and/or rebuilding of
real capital become necessary.

Moreover, the phase-out costs are not directly proportional to
the amount of production capacity that is lost, particularly in con-
nection with a rapid phase-out. If all nuclear power production
were to be phased out by 1990 for example, the economic conse-
quences would be dramatic and difficult to assess, but the cost
would surely be very high. On the other hand if, for example, a
pair of reactors were to bo phased out during this same period,
the short-term adaptation could be handled with comparatively
simple energy-saving measures and by increasing production in
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oil-condensing plants. Such a reduction would also entail costs
that would affect the economy, but they would be far less per
TWh than the cost of a total nuclear power phase-out. Inexpen-
sive adaptation measures would gradually be exhausted, and to
compensate for a greater reduction in capacity one would be for-
ced to turn increasingly to more coercive and expensive measures.

The reasoning that we have applied to the changeover prob-
lems entailed by a rapid phase-out also illustrates the value of
maintaining good emergency-preparedness by adopting flexible
energy-use patterns. Today, this flexibility is limited by, among
other things, the high percentage of direct electric heating and
also by the limited number of heating systems that can be convert-
ed from electricity to other fuels. In the models that follow, com-
parisons are made with the reference alternative (reactors in nor-
mal operation until the planned phase-out by 2010). However,
planning is complicated by the fact that there is risk of a forced
rapid phase-out at a later date.

6.2 Effects on GNP and how it is
divided

If nuclear power were to be phased out before the year 2000.
considerable amounts of resources would have to be utilized dur-
ing the 1990s for investment in replacement production facilities
for electric power and also for energy-saving measure that could
not be accommodated within the scope of normal capital attrition.
During this period, there would be a tendency for other types of
production to be neglected since Sweden's production resources
are, for the most part, already fully utilized. Resources invested
in the electric power sector and with electricity users will be paid
for by means of reduced consumption and/or reduced investments
in other facilities. This payment can be postponed by increased
borrowing abroad, but in the discussion that follows we have as-
sumed that the phase-out costs must be defrayed as they arise.

When the phase-out has been completed, electricity pro-
duction facilities and the rest of the energy system will need great-
er amounts of fuel. For the main alternative that was discussed in
detail at the beginning of this chapter, most of this fuel would be
imported. And when imports rise, exports must also be increased
to keep the balance of payments in equilibrium. More production
resources would have to be allocated to the exporting branches of
industry and also to the branches of industry that compete with
imports than when the nuclear power plants were still operating.
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During the years from 2000 to 2010 the relationship between
the two alternatives would be partially reversed, vis-å-vis the situ-
ation that prevails during the 1990s. After the turn of the century,
it would be the reference alternative that would require extra in-
vestment resources for replacement electricity production facili-
ties and for measures taken to save electricity. On the other hand,
the demand for imported fuel would still be greater for the
speeded-up phase-out alternative (1997). By 2010, the situation
would be largely the same for the two alternatives with one excep-
tion: for the reference alternative, the electric power sector's
capital equipment would be worth more because it would be new-
er and more modern.

This comparison is based on the assumption that the necessary
resources can be allocated for both alternatives without disturbing
the balance of the economy. With regard to political/stability con-
ditions, there are very plain differences between today's situation
and that which prevailed at the time of the nuclear power
plebiscite (and which, in part, influenced the deliberations of tho-
se who conducted the Consequence Study). In 1979/80, the Swed-
ish economy was in crisis. There was a serious shortfall in ihe bal-
ance of payments and in the public sector's finances. Moreover,
the rate of inflation was very high. Interest was thus centred on
the possibilities of achieving and maintaining proper balance in
the economy. One central question was whether or not the phas-
ing out of nuclear power during the 1980s would seriously jeop-
ardize the possibilities of restoring this balance.

In these regards, the picture today is very different indeed. It
has been possible to eliminate the shortfall in the balance of pay-
ments faster than was believed possible seven years ago. The pub-
lic sector's financial deficit should, for the most part, be eliminat-
ed next year. And, at least for the time being, inflation has been
reduced to half of what it was in 1979/80.

It is thus evident that, from ;i short-term perspective, political
stabilization difficulties appear to be far less vexing than in the
early 1980s. However there is naturally a great deal of uncertainty
with regard to the long-term trends. Yet it would seem that we
are even today justified in viev ing the question of an earlier
phase-out from a perspective oriented virtually exclusively
towards resource usage and political income distribution ques-
tions. This means (among other things) that an earlier phase-out
of nuclear power should not be assumed to entail lower total re-
source utilization - and lower total employment - in Sweden.
However, this does not apply to the alternative calling for im-
mediate phase-out of all or a majority of the nuclear power plants.
We hive also assumed that the financial markets have sufficient
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capacity to supply the necessary capital and handle other redistri-
bution problems that may arise in connection with the phase-out.

The models that follow are intended to reflect the orders of
magnitude of the different effects on the supply balance if nuclear
power is phased out by 1997. These calculations have been con-
ducted using a multi-sectional growth model of long-term re-
source allocation and price formation in the Swedish economy.
Our reference calculation has also been linked to the picture of
the Swedish economy in the mid-1990s provided by work now in
progress in connection with the 1987 long-term study.

As mentioned previously, quantitative effect estimates of this
type are always very uncertain. They must be based on long-term
forecasts of growth trends which are vulnerable to unexpected dis-
turbances attributable to technical developments, international
market fluctuations and changing demand here in Sweden. The
international oil and gas markets and technical developments af-
fecting coal combustion techniques are relevant examples. More-
over, housing demand in Sweden and market trends for different
categories of Swedish exports have a certain significance in this
connection. Viewed in this light, the estimating of effects must be
considered only as an example of how calculations can be carried
out. The purpose of these calculations is simply to provide a spec-
ific illustration of our reasoning and the probable consequences.

Our previous comparisons of the two cycles of events can be
illustrated by means of the cost curve in the following diagram.
It shows cost differences, expressed in terms of lost consumption
possibilities for households, between the 1997 phase-out alterna-
tive and the reference (2010) phase-out alternative. For the time
being, we have not put any amounts on the cost axis. We shall
return to this later.

The curve illustrates the cost picture for a phase-out that com-
mences toward the end of 1987 and is implemented gradually until
completion in 1997. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed here
that the replacement investments - the horizontally shaded area
in the diagram - arc distributed evenly throughout the 1988- 1997
period. As more and more nuclear power is phased out, ad-
ditional costs would also be incurred for energy-saving measures
and the variable costs associated with power production would
rise - the vertically shaded area. Starting in 2000, it would be the
reference alternative that requires replacement investments, and
for 10 years these costs would more than counterbalance the ad-
vantages provided by the reference alternative with regard to
variable costs. The net is illustrated by the solidly shaded area be-
low the time axis in the diagram. Starting in the year 2010 the two
alternatives arc expected to be equivalent with regard to costs in
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Fig. 6.1 Cost differences between the two alternatives

spite of the fact that in 2010 the reference alternative may have
certain cost advantages attributable to more modern facilities.

In table 6.1, the alternatives are compared with regard to the
conditions that would prevail at the end of the 1990s. We have
estimated the orders of magnitudes of the effects at the end of the
replacement period when costs attributable to reduced consump-
tion possibilities are at their highest (level K97 in the diagram
above). We have also estimated these orders of magnitude when
the investment programme has just been concluded ,K98 in the
diagram).

Here too. we have assumed that the costs would be paid with-
out delay by reducing consumption. The investment level in other
parts of the economy would thus be left unaffected, and increased
borrowing abroad would not postpone the drop in consumption.
We have also assumed that private rather than public consump-
tion would be forced to provide the reduction. The differences be-
tween an early phase-out and the reference alternative are speci-
fied in billions of Swedish crowns (at 1986 prices) and also as per-
centages.
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Difference in
billions

K97

-5.5
+ 1
+2
+6.5

0
-13

of SEK

K98

-6.5
+ 1
+2

I)
0

- 7

Percentage
difference

K97 K98

-0.5 -0.6
+0.3 +0.2
+0.4 +0.4
+ 2.8 0

0 0
-2 .2 -1 .2

Table 6.1 Effects on resource distribution balance in 1997- 98 (early
phase-out compared with the reference alternative)

Gross national product
Imports
Exports
Gross investment
Public consumption
Private consumption

Our actual measure of cost is thus the effect on the latitude
available for private consumption. This cost reaches its highest
value in the final year of the phase-out, and according to our
model it amounts to SEK 13 billion or about 2c't of the reference
alternative's consumption. Immediately after phase-out, this ef-
fect is reduced to about SEK 7 billion per year. This cost differ-
ence continues until the year 2000 when phase-out under the ref-
erence alternative commences.

This estimate/calculation-example indicates that, as an average
during 1988-99. there would be a drop in consumption on the
order of magnitude of 8-10 billion crowns per year. The magni-
tude of this cost can, of course, be illustrated in different ways. It
corresponds to approximately \.5rr of private consumption or
\r'i of total consumption (private plus public). Or one could say
that the average reduction in the rate of electricity consumption
growth during the next ten years would be about 0.2rr per year.

On the other hand, an early phase-out would increase the lati-
tude available for consumption during the first decade after the
turn of the century by an average of perhaps SEK 2-3 billion per
year.

If one looks closer at the cost picture during the final stage of
the phase-out (K97). one can ascertain that approximately half
of the cost difference is attributable to replacement investments.
According to the National Energy Administrations calculations,
investments in power plants on the order of magnitude of SEK 35-
40 billion would be needed from now to 1997 if a decision calling
for a speeded-up phase-out were to be made - while about SEK 20
billion would have to be invested in the housing sector to replace
electric heating and for energy saving measures.

The lion's share of the remainder comprises the production
drop (reduction in gross national product) that would result from
the fact that more resources would have to be allocated to the re-



placement of electric power and to types of electric power pro-
duction that would entail high variable costs. The estimates that
have been made indicate that the additional imported fuel that
would be needed would have relatively little effect on the balance
of resources. To be sure, there would be a greater need for ex-
ports to keep foreign payments in balance, but this would be very
insignificant.

One effect that would remain in 2010 would be the difference
in the age structure of power plant capital. This difference, expre-
ssed in capital value is very difficult to estimate, but it can perhaps
be expected to amount to SEK 10-15 billion (in the reference al-
ternative's favour).

The example on which this estimate is based assumes that the
governments stabilization policy would be able to handle the bal-
ance problems that arise for both of the alternatives in connection
with changeover. For the alternative calling for a phase-out in 10
years, the cycle of events that takes place during the 1990s would
require the most attention. This would impose more urgent de-
mands for transferring resources to the parts of the economy that
are exposed to competition, and the growth in consumption
would have to be held back to provide sufficient latitude for great-
er investments in (among other things) the electric power sector.
As a result, a more restrictively formulated financial policy would
be needed. The effect of higher electricity prices on the econom-
ies of Swedish households cannot be compensated for by greater
increases in wages and salaries - this would only lead to higher
inflation and foreign trade balance problems.

The economic consequences in the event that balance in the
national economy cannot be maintained are not possible to illus-
trate by means of models of the type we have discussed above.
Several examples of economic cycles of events having very un-
favourable political/stability complications that would lead to
sharply reduced growth during the phase-out period have been
reported in connection with the Consequence Study (SOU
1979:83. section 6.4)

6.3 Structural effects
After the plebiscite, nuclear power in Sweden was expanded to

a capacity intended to cover nearly all demand for electric power
until the turn of the century. To establish equilibrium between
electricity supply and demand, and to ensure more efficient utiliz-
ation of the substantial rise in capacity, it was necessary to lower
electricity prices. Sweden thus continued to be a low-price coun-
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try with regard to electric power even after the period during
which inexpensive hydropower determined the marginal costs
and the effective price of electricity.

Energy utilization in Sweden has been adapted to the low
prices of electricity for a long time. We now find ourselves in a
situation in which our electricity consumption is very high com-
pared with most other countries, particularly for heating and for
industrial processes. The low price of electricity has been of con-
siderable importance, not only with regard to the techniques
selected in different sectors, but also with regard to the orien-
tation of production. This difference between Sweden and the rest
of ihe world will vanish in the long term, regardless of which nu-
clear power phase-out alternative is selected - on condition that
our electric power policy is formulated to provide effective utiliz-
ation of resources. The difference between the two alternatives is
linked only to the pace at which the changeover would take place.

Increased electricity prices and an increase in the need for ex-
ports attributable to a phase-out would necessarily affect the dis-
tribution of resources and burdens between the different branches
of production and employment. However, it should be noted that
the comparison made here is between two cycles of events, either
of which, it implemented, would no doubt entail fast structural
conversion in Swedish commerce and industry during the next
decades. The conversion can be viewed as a necessary adaptation
to changed external conditions. However, rapid structural con-
versions can also entail serious problems for those affected and
risks that certain employees would be forced off the labour mar-
ket. One central question thus concerns the extent to which the
structural conversion and the employment problems it can entail
would be aggravated or mitigated by an earlier-than-planned
phase-out of nuclear power.

To predict structural trends for the next few decades is. in it-
self, a very difficult task of course. However, there are good
reasons to believe that a pair of presently evident main trends will
continue unabated. One concerns a shift (particularly with regard
to labour) from manufacturing companies to the more or less in-
dependent production of services. The other concerns a shift
within industry from resource-oriented branches such as mines,
forestry and metal processing to the engineering and chemical
branches.

Will these two trends become stronger or weaker when nuclear
power is phased out? One can find persuasive arguments on both
sides of this question. It is obvious that some of the most energy-
intensive operations within the chemical industry and metals pro-
cessing industry would suffer heavily when electricity prices rise.



Some of these operations would have to close down quickly if
electricity prices rise to the extent in question here (more than
100%). Export-oriented production having low energy costs such
as the mechanical engineering industry would, on the other hand,
be favoured and expansive trends in these industries would grow
stronger. As a result, the Administration believes that the
changeover can be accommodated by taking suitable stabilizing
and political/industrial measures.

For certain other branches of industry, it is more difficult to
foresee the effects of a phase-out - not least the pulp and paper
industry, which is very important in this connection. Within a
large part of this industry, electric power accounts for a compara-
tively high percentage of costs. This means that profitability is
sensitive to price rises. But the size of the pulp and paper industry
in Sweden is determined in large part by two questions: how much
raw material can be procured from Sweden's forests and how
profitable it is to refine/process products in Sweden?

It is unlikely that forest harvesting or total utilization of raw
materials available from the forest would be affected significantly
by higher electricity prices. On the other hand, the conditions that
govern competition for raw materials between the sawmill indus-
try, the pulp and paper industry and companies that produce
wood fuels would be affected. Competition between different
methods of producing pulp would also be affected. The competi-
tive conditions affected here would influence, for the most part,
competition between different operating units within large, inte-
grated forest companies.

It should also be noted that the pulp and paper industry is bas-
ed to a large extent on exports, and as a result i« would be favour-
ed by the fact that Sweden would need to export more after the
phase-out. Even though the pulp and paper industry may lose
ground to sawmills with regard to raw material supply, and even
though higher electricity prices can counteract to some extent the
trend towards more domestic refining/processing, one cannot
conclude that this branch of industry wouid lose overall as a result
of the changeover. However, the advance warning time and the
length of the changeover period are important here (as well as in
a number of other situations), not least with regard to possibilities
of providing proper adaptation (to the new cost relationships) of
the distribution of the changeover burden between different pro-
duction techniques and/or different products within the pulp and
paper industry.

The effects of the phase-out on production and employment
in different branches of industry have also been studied using the
econometric model mentioned in the previous section. Here, the
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main question is whether the structural conversion would be
hastened or slowed down if an early phase-out were undertaken.
The calculations deal with the effects on individual branches of
industry and with branch allocations similar to those being investi-
gated in the long-term study.

The calculations indicate that the effects encountered would be
very mild with regard to both employment and production. One
exception would be. of course, the reduction of production in the
electric power sector which would be on the order of magnitude
of 2()rr. Otherwise, the production effects would range from 0 to
Y;( on this relatively broad sector level. The effect on employ-
ment, even in the most vulnerable branch of industry, would not
exceed 3%. Calculations show that the largest reduction, in absol-
ute numbers, would be in the pulp and paper industry where
about 1500 people would lose their jobs, while the expansive
trend would be most noticeable in the engineering industry.

The results obtained are also, quite naturally, very uncertain
with regard to structural effects. However, they support the con-
clusions made by other groups such as the those conducting the
Consequence Study, one of whose reports (SOU 1979:83, page
120) states that if there is a moderate energy shortage it need not
lead to any dramatic effects on the overall structure of Swedish
commerce and industry.

The greatest increases in costs would occur in four branches of
industry:
• Electrochemical industry
• Electrothermal industry
• Production of mechanical pulp for marketing
• Scrap-based electric-steel mills

The conditions in these branches of industry are set forth in the
source-material reports being used in the study being conducted
by the National Energy Administration.

The regional consequences of the phasing out of nuclear power
have also been investigated in considerable detail by those con-
ducting the Consequence Study. Our calculations indicate that
the conclusions that were drawn are still valid. The results of these
conclusions with regard to production and employment outside
the electric power sector are summarized briefly below:
• The regional differences entailed by a specded-up phase-out,

as compared with the reference alternative, would be marginal
if based on main regions and small if based on counties.

• On the other hand, certain individual municipalities and local
labour markets (many of which are located in Bergslagen and
on the coast of Norrland) can be affected by the sharp rise in
the price of electricity.



The changeover in the process industries imposes obvious re-
quirements calling for pin-pointed labour market and regional-
political intervention in the event of a phase-out in order to pre-
vent serious unemployment problems from arising in certain
localities. This applies particularly, of course, to the power indus-
try and especially to the municipalities in which the nuclear power
plants are located. Questions concerning replacement factories,
etc. in these municipalities and the possibilities open to different
categories of employees to change to new types of electricity pro-
duction must be studied in greater detail than was possible within
the time frame allotted to the Administration.

The construction of new production capacity would entail a
sharp but temporary rise in the demand for labour, primarily in a
number of localities in southern Sweden. To the extent that in-
digenous fuels are being used to produce electric power or to re-
place lost electric power, there would also be a demand for labour
whose geographical distribution would depend on access to raw
materials and/or suitable land. Some have said that these employ-
ment opportunities would be so important to the society as a
whole that they should be the factors that determine which types
of energy supply are selected. However, the currently available
results of studies do not indicate that the demand for labour at-
tributable to indigenous fuel production would be high enough or
include the proper types of jobs or be geographically distributed
in such a way to make a substantial contribution to solving Swed-
en's present structural unemployment problem. Other forms of
regional and industrial/political support would no doubt be gener-
ally superior viewed from a national economic perspective.

6.4 Prices and cost distribution
So far. discussions have been based on the fundamental as-

sumption that the costs of electricity production would be fully
reflected in the prices paid by all categories of users, even when
more expensive sources of power are brought on line. It is the
marginal cost of providing (or abstaining from) electric power that
is the m;>in factor with regard to pricing. The principle that
governs pricing states that the price must reflect the short-term
marginal cost. That is to say:

Either the variable cost of the most expensive type of power
being used at any given time or - if capacity is fully utilized - the
price which causes demand to match the amount being supplied.

If pricing based on this principle, one obtains effective utiliz-
ation of the available electricity production capacity. Generally



speaking, this pricing principle is now being used on the Swedish
electricity market.

If long-term equilibrium prevails, the marginal cost matches
the total production cost per produced unit in new power plants.
However. Sweden is far from this long-term equilibrium at pre-
sent. Capacity has been expanded so intensively that the price
that would provide equilibrium in the short term lies far below the
long-term equilibrium price. An immediate phase-out of nuclear
power would create the opposite situation. Here, a shortage
would drive the short-term price far above the long-term equilib-
rium level.

The discussed ways of measuring the cost of a phase-out to the
national economy provide us with the unavoidable (or the least
possible) costs formulated as lost consumption possibilities. If one
opts to let the price deviate from the marginal cost, to protect cer-
tain particularly vulnerable users for example, the cost would rise.
Can such deviations nonetheless be justified because of. say, em-
ployment or regional/political considerations?

In the long term, allowing industry to pay an electricity price
that is below the marginal cost would have obvious disadvantages.
In such case, Sweden's industrial structure would develop on the
basis of price relationships which do not reflect the real costs of
different types of resources. Only if commerce and industry adapt
themselves to real economic conditions can they create the
maximum amount of national well-being from the available re-
sources.

However, adaptation to higher electricity prices would take
time and can involve severe changeover problems. This makes it
necessary to consider whether a temporary lowering of electricity
prices for certain users would be a suitable method of easing the
changeover in (for example) certain vulnerable regions. How-
ever, generally speaking. Sweden would be better served if forms
of support other than subsidizing the price of electricity were
selected in these cases. Support forms that stimulate and facilitate
a changeover to techniques and production trends that are less
electricity-intensive are of interest here, as well as general support
for the production facilities within an entire region.

The above discussion can also be applied, in part, to the house-
hold sector. Subsidies linked to the use of electricity would lead,
in the long term, to the wasting of electricity and ineffective utiliz-
ation of resources. To the extent that support for households is
deemed justified during a transition period - for those living in
detached houses having direct electric heating systems for exam-
ple - the support that is given should not be linked directly to elec-
tricity consumption. Other methods of redistributing income
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could achieve the desired distribute effects at a lower cost.
Marginal costs will rise when nuclear power is phased out, and

this would justify a higher price. And as time passes, this would
mean that the construction of new capacity would be profitable.
Moreover, the higher price would provide greater incentives for
saving energy. Keeping in mind the delay that would elapse be-
fore users adapt themselves - particularly with regard to invest-
ments - there is reason to consider whether a price rise imposed
in advance might be justified a few years before the phase-out/-
price-rise is expected to take place. However, a price higher than
the short-term marginal cost would also lead to ineffective utiliz-
ation of the available resources. To anticipate the phase-out by
raising electricity prices sharply would thus seem justified only if
it were deemed impossible to convince users by informational
means that a price rise is inevitable.

The effect of a nuclear power phase-out on the distribution of
real income would be quite extensive, and should in some cases
justify governmental intervention in the form of taxes and subsid-
ies. On the producer side, the economic situation can deteriorate
for companies whose production includes a high percentage of nu-
clear power. But for electric power producers as a group, the
phase-out would mean - on condition that prices are based on the
marginal cost - a very substantial rise in income. For hydropower-
based production, this rise in income would range from SEK 10
to 15 billion per year. However, this rise in income can be
counteracted by imposing special new hydropower taxes without
affecting the price of electricity and without affecting investment
decisions regarding other types of power.

The income distribution effects on the user side are more diffi-
cult to ascertain. Our previous calculation example indicates that
the total drop in consumption would be on the order of magnitude
of 1-2% (equivalent to SEK KKK) per inhabitant and year) during
the 1990s, and also indicates that there would be a small increase
in latitude for consumption during the years that follow the turn
of the century.

The actual drop in consumption for different categories of
households would, naturally, depend on the type of income- dis-
tributing measures that are taken to counteract undesired effects.
However, if the costs were to be transferred to households by a
iniform increase in electricity prices, the following conclusions
(among others) could be drawn from the results of previous stud-
ies of income-distribution effects (see. for example, the document
entitled H:>w to Control the Use of Energy, DFE, Stockholm
1980, section H.2).
• Those with high incomes would have a somewhat lower (in
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terms of percentage) drop in real income than other house-
holds.

• Households in sparsely populated rural areas in northern
Sweden would suffer more than the average household.

• Those living in detached houses would have, on the average,
twice as high a drop in real income as other households in the
same income class.
If the results of these studies are broken down into more detail-

ed categories they indicate, of course, that wider differences will
be encountered. They show, for example, that people living in
electrically-heated detached houses are in a class apart.

Differences of the kind mentioned above can make it advisable
for the government to adopt a compensatory income/burden dis-
tribution policy. However, as indicated above, there is an urgent
need - from the point of view of efficiency - to make certain that
this compensation is not linked directly to electricity consumption
by providing some type of price subsidy.

6.5 Other phase-out alternatives
The previous discussion has. for the most part, concerned dif-

ferences between the phasing out of nuclear power within 10 years
and the reference alternative. By way of conclusion, we shall dis-
cuss briefly two other alternatives, namely a very rapid phase-out
of all reactors and the method presented in section 5 under a head-
ing that reads Planned phase-out - 1987-2005".

For a rapid phase-out, it is assumed that all reactors would be
phased out within two years. In such case. National Energy Ad-
ministration estimates show that the remaining available capacity
would be about 90 TWh. It would not be possible to construct any
new production capacity during the first few years, although it is
possible that a certain amount of additional latitude can be creat-
ed by importing electric power. Electricity consumption would
have to be reduced by 30-40 TWh.

In such a situation, price alone would not be sufficient as a means
of control. A long time could elapse before equilibrium would again
prevail on the market, and it is impossible to estimate in advance the
equilibrium price. There is risk that an unstable market situation
would arise, and that there would be extensive losses in effectiveness.
Powerful administrative control measures would probably have to be
taken to help accommodate a prie rise of up to perhaps SEK 1 per
kWh. These can include the rationing of clctricity. bans on using
electric power for certain purposes, etc. A discussion of energ'-sa-
ving problems and costs in acute shortage situations is presented in a
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document entitled Supply Risks and Economic Policy (Efn, Stock-
holm 1983).

The cost to the national economy of a rapid phase-out can be
very high. The amount of resources needed for replacement in-
vestments during the 1990s can be assumed to be approximately
equal to what would be needed for a phase-out conducted during
a 10-year period, and toward the end of the decade the difference
in variable costs can be expected to be on the same order of mag-
nitude. In addition, however, there would be high extra costs dur-
ing the first years (before there has been time for the power indus-
try and users to make the necessary adaptations). The conse-
quences of such a cycle of non-equilibrium events cannot be esti-
mated using a model of the type mentioned previously.

One important effect would be that it could also be necessary
to close down factories etc. in fields where production would be
profitable in Sweden at the new equilibrium price that would be
established over time. The structural problems entailed by a rapid
phase-out would be attributable, in large part, to the fact that the
electric power market would be thrown from a price that is be-
neath the long-term equilibrium level to a price that is high above
this level - after which the price would gradually decline. In con-
nection with such a cycle of events, the effectiveness problems
that are encountered would be far more serious than those enco-
untered during a 10-year phase-out period (to cite one example).

With regard to a phase-out by the year 2005, it is not clear
whether or not the cost to the national economy would follow the
same general trend as the costs mentioned in the previous section.
It has no doubt become evident from our previous reasoning that
it should be possible to conduct a phase-out within this time frame
at considerably lower additional costs than for a phase-out by
1997. If one has l()-15yearsof advance warning, it should be poss-
ible to keep most of the adaptation necessary within commerce
and industry within the scope of normal replacement investments.
Moreover, this applies in part to investments in housing. On the
supply side, the most important advantage is »hat a longer ad-
vance warning time would provide better chances of utilizing new
electricity production alternatives that are less expensive and/or
less environmentally harmful than (for example) conventional
coal-based condensing plants.

However, the alternative consisting of a planned phase-out
from 1987 thorough 2005 must be considered simply as an outline,
rather than a specific phase-out alternative. Actually, one basic
and advantageous aspect of such a phase-out would be that a defi-
nite time schedule would not have to be established until a few
years had elapsed, thus permitting the different options to



undergo planned evaluation. Consequently, it is not possible at
the present time to make quantitative estimates in order to evalu-
ate the economic consequences of these alternatives.

This also holds true for the consequences of phasing out a
smaller number of reactors during the next few years. The situ-
ation that would prevail if this were undertaken was discussed in
section 3 and, to some extent, in section 6.1. However, more de-
tailed cost estimates can only be made after decisions have been
taken regarding things like the sequence in which the reactors
would be phased out and the phase-out time schedule. Generally
speaking it was necessary to limit the descriptions of the conse-
quences presented in this report to an approximation of what can
be expected to happen if the phasing out of nuclear power is
speeded up. Actual cost estimates require more accurately speci-
fied points of departure.
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